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By Martin Halloran
SFPOA President
I f you h ave l ived or
worked in this City long enough, you may think you have heard and seen everything possible. Any active or recently retired cop might certainly feel that way. I
certainly do, but yet again I am baffled and dumbfounded by recent actions of some
elected officials in city government.
Supervisor David Campos, who has demonstrated over the years, as both a Police
Commissioner and a member of the Board of Supervisors, his disdain for public
safety officers and members of the SFPD in particular, has now introduced an
insulting and debasing resolution. Mr. Campos and the majority of his colleagues
on the Board of Supervisors are seeking a “Day of Remembrance” for a convicted
felon, validated gang member, indiscriminate predator, who allegedly attempted
to murder an innocent victim in the Bayview.
Those who have died a violent death, in the line of duty, within the SFPD and the
SFFD serving this City have never received such acknowledgment. It is a shameful
travesty that grandstanding public officials would glorify anyone who preys on the
most vulnerable in our community with an official recognition of his fabricated
“contributions to society.”
I sent a letter to the President of the Board of Supervisors voicing the POA’s
and my objection to this absurdity. That letter is reprinted in this edition of the
Journal. Knowing the makeup of the BOS, I anticipated that the resolution would
have passed by the slimmest of margins. I was wrong. The resolution received a
unanimous 11 votes.
This was extremely disappointing since the POA had long believed that we had
allies on the BOS who could take the tough stance and make the right call when
integrity was most in demand. Once again I was wrong. Although some Supervisors rallied around law enforcement in
unchallenged times, it appears that running for political cover, in challenging
times, outweighs common sense and a
moral imperative.
The fact that the BOS also offered up
a new resolution asking the Mayor to
consider future remembrance days for
public servants is, in my opinion, merely
some type of cheap consolation prize
that the Supervisors hope will appease
the rank and file, and their legions of
community supporters. If the Supervisors had wanted to honor fallen police
officers and firefighters with a “Day of
Remembrance” they could have done it
long before the POA reminded them, in
our January 25th letter, that those who
have made the ultimate sacrifice were
never considered for this recognition.
Now, it is little more than an addendum
tacked onto the backside of the apparently more precedent memoriam.
The POA and Firefighters 798 shall
never forget those who have served and
fallen in the line of duty. We will also
remember the actions of all 11 members
of the Board of Supervisors in their disgraceful and backhanded vote.
Slainte!

President London Breed
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Pl.
San Francisco, CA 94102
President Breed:
The San Francisco Police Officers’ Association opposes the Board
of Supervisors’ Resolution for a “Day of Remembrance” for Mario
Woods. The POA described Mr. Woods’ death as a tragedy. But despite
the circumstances of his death, a Day of Remembrance for Mr. Woods
is completely inappropriate.
Days of remembrance typically honor public service or sacrifice —
think Martin Luther King Day, Memorial Day, Veterans’ Day or 9/11.
In contrast, yesterday’s San Francisco Chronicle revealed that Mr.
Woods—a convicted armed robber and validated gang member, who
was on parole — inexplicably slashed an innocent stranger with a
kitchen knife and refused to drop that knife when confronted by
police. He was so under the influence that he was immune to chemical
deterrents, de-escalation efforts and lesser uses of force. Mr. Woods
reportedly told officers that they would “have to shoot me because I’m
not going back [to prison].”
Other tragedies have befallen our San Francisco police family in recent
years. In 2004, Officer Isaac Espinoza was shot and killed by a convicted felon on parole. In 2006, the same thing happened to Officer Bryan
Tuvera, and Officer Nick Tomasito Birco was intentionally run over by
a convicted felon on probation. More recently, our brothers and sisters
in the San Francisco Fire Department lost Lieutenant Vincent Perez
and Firefighter/Paramedic Anthony Valerio in a 2011 house fire.
None of these selfless individuals were considered, then or now, for a
“Day of Remembrance.” It will be a hurtful day to their families if this
City’s elected officials decide to recognize and honor an individual
that preyed upon our most vulnerable citizens.

Martin Halloran
SFPOA President
cc Mayor Edwin Lee
Members of the Board of Supervisors
President Tom O’Connor, Firefighters 798
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Minutes of the January 20, 2016 Board of Directors Meeting
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Sergeant at Arms (SA) Val Kirwan
called the meeting to order at 1201
hours.
SA Kirwan led the board in the Pledge
of Allegiance. Following the pledge, he
asked for a moment of silence in honor
of police officers and military personnel killed in the line of duty. President
Martin Halloran asked for a moment
of silence for Officer Franco Fleming
(MTA) who recently passed away.
Secretary Mike Nevin conducted roll
call.
President Halloran announced that the
presentation by Officer Jason Johnson
(Co C) for Operation Genesis has been
postponed.
Catherine Gardner (Miller Kaplan
Arase LLP) made a presentation of the
2013 audit. Significant increase of assets since 2009. The audit also revealed
that POA membership declined by 257
members between 2009 and 2013 due
to Department staffing levels. Copies of
the audit were provided to the board of
directors. More current audits presentations will take place this calendar year.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
Catherine Gardner
6.

Representative Jesus Pena (Co E) made
a motion to approve the December 2015
Board Minutes. The motion received a
second from Representative Joe McCloskey (Co J). The motion passed
unanimously by voice vote.

13.

President’s Message. President Martin Halloran explained his decision
and reasoning behind a letter sent to
Sergeant Yulanda Williams (O.F.J.
President). President Halloran stated
that he wanted to be consistent in defending the POA against disparaging
public remarks even against fellow POA
members.
The POA had a successful “meet and
confer” with Supervisor David Campos
in regards to his proposed gun storage
legislation. Department representatives
were also part of the discussions. Since
the Department has a policy is place,
Department members will be exempt
from the legislation.
President Halloran advised that
the POA is seeking an end to the
“1st Day sick note” policy. The
POA believes that this is in conflict
with the civil service rules and
Department General Orders. The
latest Department Bulletin announcing the 2016 “No Discretionary Days Off” calendar does not
reference any “1st day sick note.”
Other issues related to FMLA and
OU time in lieu of SP time are part
of the POA grievance that has been
filed.
President Halloran provided the board
with news of a great development as the
often discussed “Reed Amendment” has
been shelved until (at least) 2018.
POA Attorney Gregg Adam explained
the upcoming U.S. Supreme Court case
in Friedrichs v California Teachers Association as it relates to union dues. This
ruling could have a detrimental effect
on political spending.
President Halloran explained that
the POA and Chief met regarding
the Pointing of Firearms (DB 15-255)
policy. Further follow up is required. As
expected, the POA has learned that use
of force reporting has increased since
the policy change.
The District Attorney’s “Blue Ribbon
Panel” is conducting a review of
the SFPD. The POA is cooperating
with this review. Members who are

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

contacted by the Panel are urged
to contact the POA. Participation
is voluntary and per Department
orders must be done off-duty unless
granted permission otherwise.
President Halloran reminded the
board of the Police Commission
meeting on January 20 in the Tenderloin District. He is urging members
to show up in support of the officers
involved in the December 2nd OIS in
the Bayview.
Vice President’s Message. Vice President (V.P.) Tony Montoya made a
motion to adjourn the meeting in
memory of Officer Franco Fleming
and Sergeant Joe Zamagni Sr. (ret.).
The motion received a second from
Representative Matt Lobre (Co E).
The motion passed unanimously
by voice vote.
V.P. Montoya asked that board representatives remind members to have
a current beneficiary card on file
with the POA. SA Kirwan passed
out copies of emergency contact information packets he collected from
various entities.
V.P. Montoya stated the captain’s test
is soon to be adopted. Both a lieutenant and sergeant test is expected to
happen this year.
Treasurer’s Report. Treasurer Joe
Valdez handed out the monthly expense report. A question about the
sale of the POA building was asked.
President Halloran stated that the
board of supervisor’s voted down a
grant to fund a new jail. There will
still be consideration of other options for the building space for the
current POA headquarters.
Representative Jesus Pena (Co E)
made a motion to approve the2015
Budget. The motion received a
second from Representative Mark
Trierweiler (Airport). The motion
passed unanimously by voice vote.
New Business. *Many members
had New Business items to discuss.
The Secretary did not record each
member who raised these issues so

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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The POA Journal and the POA web site (www.sfpoa.org) are the official publications of the San
Francisco Police Officers Association and are published to express the policies, ideals, and accomplishments of the Association. The following provisions that are specific to the publication of the
POA Journal shall also be applicable to publication of material on the POA web site to any extent that
is practical. Publication of material in the POA Journal or on the POA web site does not necessarily
include publication on or in both instruments of communication. Nor does the following editorial
policy for the POA Journal preclude a different or contrary editorial policy for the POA web site.
Member Opinions and Commentary: Unsolicited Written Material
A member or group of members may submit unsolicited written material to the POA Journal that
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mail or other written communication, or delivered in person to the editor or to any person in
the POA office.
• Upon receipt of such material, the editor shall cause it to be published in the next regular printing of the POA Journal, or in a future issue designated by the submitting member provided that
the content complies with all the provisions of this policy. Such material will not necessarily
appear in more than one issue of the POA Journal.
• Such material will be published in a designated section that shall be clearly titled as “Letters
to the Editor,” “Letters to the Journal,” “Mail” or other similar title indicating that the material
included therein is the express opinion of the author(s) and not necessarily that of the SFPOA
or any of its elected or appointed officers.
• Depending upon considerations of timeliness and space, the editor reserves the right to withhold publication of such material for as many as two issues. The editor also reserves the right
to decline to publish material beyond a date wherein the context of the material is no longer
timely.
• All such material is subject to editing for grammar and punctuation. Portions of a submission
may be omitted for considerations of space so long as the general context of the material is not
significantly diminished or altered.
• The editor may select portions of a submission to be highlighted in a common editorial manner
such as pull quotes, sub-heads, or kickers.
Other Submitted Material
All other written, photographic, or graphic material must be:
• Specifically solicited by the editor;
• Or be unsolicited material that may be published at the discretion of the editor, and in accordance with other applicable sections of this editorial policy and Article XI, Section 8(e) of the
by-laws.

names are not included below.
21. The semi-annual sign up (in March)
being delayed is unknown to the
POA.
22. Super Bowl 50 scheduling is unknown by the POA at this time.
Schedules should be released shortly.
23. An issue about 10B and mandatory EWW was discussed. President
Halloran stated that an agreement
between the POA and the Chief is
that if a member signs up for 10B
in advance of a Department Memo
announcing mandatory EWW, the
member should keep their 10B so
long as it is for at least 8 hours. It was
suggested this agreement could be
formalized either by “side letter” or
contract MOU discussion in 2018. It
was also suggested this agreement
be scrapped.
24. The 9-hour day was discussed.
President Halloran expects it will
be phased out for the fall sign up.
25. Possible changes to the semi-annual
Range qualification were discussed.
President Halloran stated that the
POA defers to POST standards. A
discussion about POST “standards”
vs. “recommendations” was took
place.
26. A question was posed as to what
a member must do to no longer be
rifle qualified. It was suggested that
a member submit a Memorandum to
exit the program.
27. Late service of OCC interviews was
discussed. It appears that some of
the fault is with platoon commanders and some of the fault with the
OCC.
28. Sergeant At Arms Val Kirwan
handed out his proposal and made
a motion for each station and unit to
support the USO Shower Program
at SFO. The proposal including the
month for each unit will be posted
in the Journal. The motion received
a second from Representative Jim
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Calendar of Events

Credibility of Cell Phone Video
Carried to Absurd New Heights

Mark your calendars for the following meetings and events by the POA and its friends
and supporters. All dates and times are subject to last minute changes, so always contact
the event coordinator to confirm dates and times. If you have an event you would like
posted on our calendar, contact the editor at journal@sfpoa.org.

☛ Specially Scheduled Events
COPS FOR CHRIST WINTER LUNCHEON
Where
POA Board Room, 800 Bryant Street, 3rd Floor
When
Thursday, February 18, 2016 Noon
		
Drop In
POLAR PLUNGE 2016 SPECIAL OLYMPICS EVENT
Where
Aquatic Park, Jefferson at Hyde, SF
When
Saturday, February 20, 2016 8:00 AM
Contact
Ray Padmore 415-837-7005
PENINSULA RETIRED OFFICERS’ LUNCHEON
Where
Basque Cultural Center, 599 Railroad Ave., So SF
When
Wednesday, April 6, 2016 11:30 AM
Contact
SFPDRETPEN@gmail.com
		
RSVP by March 28

☛ Regularly Scheduled Meetings or Events
VETERAN POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
Where
Scottish Rite Masonic Center, 2850 19th Ave, SF
Date/Time Second Tues. of Every Month, 11:00 am
Contact
Larry Barsetti 415-566-5985 larry175@ix.netcom.com

"DO YOU SWEAR TO SHOW THE TRUTH,
THE WHOLE TRUTH, AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH?"

Minutes

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Trail (Co H). The motion passed
unanimously by voice vote.
29. Old Business. None
30. Financial requests. Gym requests
were made. The following stations
will receive $2,500 each for their
gym funds: Co G, I and J.
31. Mike Amoroso (Co A) made a presentation asking for POA financial
support for the Police Unity (bike)
Tour. The POA has supported this
in the past. Mike said that at least 3
members will be doing it this year
with a possible 4th considering it.
Representative Joe McCloskey (Co J)
made a motion to support each rider
as we have over the past 3 years. The
motion received a second from Rep-

resentative Chris Canning (Invest.).
The motion passed unanimously by
voice vote.
32. The meeting was adjourned at 1446
hours in honor and in memory of
Officer Franco Fleming (MTA) and
Sergeant Joseph Zamagni Sr. (ret.)
Submitted by
Mike Nevin, Secretary
* These minutes will not be adopted by
the Board of Directors until the next General Membership meeting. Corrections and
amendments might be made prior to a vote
to enter the minutes into the permanent
record. All corrections and/or amendments
will be published in the succeeding issue of
the Journal.

WIDOWS & ORPHANS AID ASSOCIATION
Where
Hall of Justice, Room 150, (Traffic Co. Assembly Room)
Date/Time Second Tues. of Every Month, 1:45 pm
Contact
Mark McDonough 415-681-3660, woaasfpolice@gmail.com
AMERICAN LEGION SF POLICE-FIRE POST
Where
Park Station Community Room, 1899 Waller St., SF
Date/Time Second Tues. of Every Month, 4:00 pm
Contact
Greg Corrales 415-759-1076
POA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Where

POA Building

Date/Time

Third Wed. of Every Month, Noon

Contact

POA Office 415-861-5060

RETIRED EMPLOYEES OF CCSF
Where
Date/Time
Contact

Irish Cultural Center
Second Wed. of Every Month, 11:00 am
Reyna Kuuk 415-681-5949

RETIREE RANGE RE-QUALIFICATION
Where
Date/Time
Contact

SFPD Pistol Range
Contact Lake Merced Range for Dates
Range Staff 415-587-2274

General Membership Meeting Roll Call
Wednesday, January 20, 2016
President

Martin Halloran

P

Vice President

Tony Montoya

P

Secretary

Michael Nevin

P

Treasurer

Joseph Valdez

P

Sergeant-At-Arms

Val Kirwan

P

Editor

Ray Shine

P

Co. A

Larry Chan

P

John Van Koll

E

Danny Miller

E

Louis Wong

P

Richard Andreotti

P

Gerald Lyons

P

Joseph Clark

P

Scott Edwards

P

Matt Lobre

P

Jesus Peña

P

Kenyon Bowers

P

Paget Mitchell

P

Co. B
Co. C
Co. D
Co. E
Co. F

Co. G
Co. H
Co. I
Co. J
Co. K
Hdqtr.
Tactical
Invest.
Airport
Retired

Clifford Cook

P

Damon Keeve

P

David Lee

P

James Trail

P

Michael Ferraresi

P

Joseph Reyes

P

Kevin Lyons

P

Joe McCloskey

P

Mario Busalacchi

P

Frank Pereira

P

John Evans

P

Kevin Moylan

E

Brent Bradford

E

Mark Madsen

E

Chris Canning

P

Thomas Harvey

P

Reynaldo Serrano

P

Mark Trierweiler

P

Ray Allen

P
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San Francisco Chronicle’s John Diaz Vaults to the
Top of the Heap of the Journalism Garbage Pile
By Paul Chignell, Legal Defense
Administrator and Former President
John Diaz is the Editorial Page Editor for the San Francisco Chronicle. He
started out his journalism career with
the Red Bluff Daily News as a reporter.
With all due respect to Red Bluff, which
is a great town of 14,000 people, Diaz
should do us all a favor and go back to
the Daly News there, but this time as a
copy boy.
This character is similar to some other
media effete snobs. They pontificate
about the criminal justice system and
about the first amendment as if they really know something about either topic
and look down their noses at police officers, as well as representatives of those
officers.
Diaz graduated from Humboldt State
University in 1977 and was invited back
to give a commencement speech in 2010.
I doubt whether his remarks are on display in the Smithsonian in Washington
DC.
We have seen his drivel in the morning paper for years and he has been
called out often for his worthless opinions. But his latest editorial on Sunday,
January 24, 2016 was so over the top, so
despicable in its substance and tone that
it is important for our membership and
readers to know what garbage this guy
Diaz wrote.
The headline was “What they say vs.
what we see”. The gist of the editorial
concerned the December shooting of
Mario Woods by five (5) San Francisco
police officers. Diaz portrays part of a
publicized video as justification for attacks on the police officers involved in
the incident and further attacks on the
San Francisco Police Officers’ Associa-

Paul Chignell
tion (POA) and the union leadership.
Here are the highlights:
Diaz decries the fact that the POA
leadership has attempted to bring some
semblance of balance to the shooting
episode instead of the drumbeat from
protestors and their erstwhile allies in
political office. We have said consistently
that there are multiple investigations
occurring that have not been completed.
But the criminal justice expert Diaz has
apparently made his judgment without
benefit of statements from witnesses, officers involved, toxicology reports, forensic analysis and other germane factors.
Diaz is critical of the POA for purchasing radio ads to tell our side of the story
including what the manifestation of
inappropriate vilification does to recruitment, morale and the false narrative that
the SFPD is a Caucasian organization.
It is ironic that a guy like Diaz who is
part of the “ink by the barrel” institution

Retirement Questions?
Get Personalized Financial Advice.

Chris Breault, Financial Advisor
located at the SF Police Credit Union
Knowledgeable in:
• Investment Management
• Deferred Comp/DROP Rollovers
• Retirement Income Planning
• Long Term Care
• Portfolio Assessment

www.sfpcu.org/MFS • 800.222.1391

Here again is a guy who doesn’t have a
clue about police work or police policies,
then gives us an ivory tower rendition.
Again, none of the total evidence of the
case or discussion of the use of force
policies or training is available to our
paragon of journalistic virtue.
Diaz claims that the facts of the
protagonist in the case having been a
convicted felon, recently released from
prison, not stopping after less lethal was
used by the officers, and that he had just
stabbed a man with a knife were already
mentioned in the media in his attack on
Delagnes. The point that Delagnes made
is that these facts are not mentioned over
and over again in the media akin to the
issues of negativity relating to the officers, the latter mentioned ad nauseum.
Diaz mentions that he was on a criminal justice panel at the University of San
Francisco recently discussing race, police
and the media. I was there as well. Diaz
was out matched and inarticulate. In the
ensuing discussion Delagnes, who was
also on the panel, rhetorically cleaned
his clock.
The controversy over police shootings, training and use of force policies
will continue. If changes are necessary,
then the public discourse hopefully will
enhance the changes.
But not with the commentary by
“journalists” like John Diaz. The guy is
way over his head, and does a disservice
to journalism.

USO Shower Donations
By Sean O’Brien
Airport
I would like to thank the following
people for their monetary donations
over the past couple of months: POA
President Marty Halloran, Deputy Chief
Denise Schmitt, Cmdr. Kenwade Lee,
Angela Wilhelm, Anne Harrington, Joe
Driscoll, Patrick Ryan, A. Maxine Lynch,
and Ray & Kathy Shine. Their gracious
donations helped push us through the
holidays and made sure our service
members and their families had someplace to clean up before continuing on
their travels
However, now that the holidays are
behind us, I have found that we are
running low on the necessary funds
to purchase more shower vouchers to
provide to the USO at SFO
For those who don’t know, the owner
of the Airport Travel Agency, Mr. Linard
Davis, allows us to purchase shower
vouchers that normally cost $15, for
$5. The vouchers include a 30-minute

BAY AREA
shower, soap, shampoo, a towel, and
shower shoes
I am asking all military veterans and
POA representatives to collect funds at
their units for this very worth cause. If
every member donated just $5 we could
provide the USO shower vouchers for
the entire year. You can forward me any
donations to the SFPD AFOB or email me
at the below listed email address if you
would like me to pick them up. Anyone
wishing to donate by check, please email
me and I will get back to you as soon as
possible with instructions
Thank you!
119sean@gmail.com

Purchase your next vehicle where the SFPD and SFFD buy.
Special Ford X-Plan prices for all Bay Area City & County employees.
See Frank or Peter, your X-Plan specialists,
for a hassle-free buying experience.

Call Chris at 415.682.3361
for a no-cost consultation today!
Located at

disparages our right to use the media. It’s
called the First Amendment, pal. What
an outrageous claim to try to inhibit our
ability to place our point of view in front
of the public like thousands of other
organizations in a free society.
Diaz uses a typical media trick that is
time worn by describing the turnout of
“dozens” of off duty officers at a recent
Police Commission meeting where the
officers came in solidarity to ask for fairness in the outcry over the shooting of
Mr. Woods. When the numbers are low
for a turnout at a public event the media
will publicize those small numbers to
minimize their impact. When the numbers are off the charts as they were at the
recent Police Commission meeting the
media uses the term “dozens” to minimize the actual large numbers. The facts
are that one hundred fifty (150) off duty
San Francisco police officers showed up,
which is a tremendous turnout. Diaz,
who is so interested in race matters,
neglected to mention that the three (3)
officers who spoke at the Commission
meeting before a bunch of knuckleheads
shouted down free speech, were, in fact,
African-American officers.
Diaz has trouble defining his terms
by using incoherent verbage. He attacks
Marty Halloran, POA President and
Gary Delagnes, Immediate Past President with the words, “they seem so reflexive, so lacking in introspection, so at
odds with the available video evidence.”

Securities sold, advisory services offered through CUNA Brokerage
Services, Inc. (CBSI), member FINRA/SIPC , a registered broker/
dealer and investment advisor. CBSI is under contract with the
financial institution to make securities available to members.
Not NCUA/NCUSIF/FDIC insured, May Lose Value, No Financial
Institution Guarantee. Not a deposit of any financial institution.
FR-1152986.1-0315-0417

Call us today to see how easy it is to do
business with Towne Ford Fleet Sales.
Frank Ginotti
“Chip” Pratt
415-786-1701 cell
510-384-7447 cell
650-562-2267 office
650-562-2224 office
fginotti@aol.com
lprattford@gmail.com
1601 El Camino Real Redwood City, CA 94063 (north of Woodside Rd.)
www.towneford.com
Family owned since 1926
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Morale Reaching a Dangerous Low Point
By Gary Delagnes
Former SFPOA President
The classic movie storyline from “The
Magnificent Seven” resonates with a
universal truth: regardless of how well
one does a job, there is always a time to
move on.
The movie is about a rural Mexican
village accosted every year by preying banditos. They confiscate the local
farmers’ crops, and leave them with
just enough to live on and to grow more
crops, then the outlaws return a year
later to repeat their carnage.
Having had enough, the villagers hire
seven American outliers to defend their
village against the Mexican outlaws,
which they do in heroic Hollywood
fashion.
After successfully driving the outlaws
from the town, an elder in the village
says to the three remaining cowboys, “
You can stay if you wish, but it is probably time for you to go. This is not your
place. You have done your duty, and it
is time for you to move on.”
As two of the stars in the movie —
Steve McQueen and Yul Brynner — ride
off into the sunset, they take one last look
back on the village. Yul’s character turns
to that played by Steve and says, “ Our
job is done here. The villagers win, and

in the end we lose, we always lose.”
How similar that storyline is to modern urban police work!
Those in trouble, those in need of
help reach out to police officers in their
worst circumstances; a husband beats
his wife; an innocent person is robbed,
or assaulted, or abused.
The police respond to their calls, do
their duty, abate the threat, and leave for
the next such call. A few of the victims
are appreciative. A few question the
manner in which the job was done. Most
are indifferent and just want the officers
out of their lives.
That indifference is one of the things
that most frustrates police officers. Law
enforcement’s most effective work is
done in poverty stricken, crime infested
neighborhoods where the law abiding
“villagers” most need the help from their
local officers.
And officers willingly respond to
their calls, alleviate their concerns, and
try their best to establish a safe living
environment where they can raise their
families in peace.
This is why those men and women
became cop’s in the first place, to protect
the “sheep” from the “wolves”.
They do it proudly, and put themselves in harms way to help those most
in need. The law enforcement profession

Central Station Sets a High
Bar for SFO Donations
By Val Kirwan
Sgt. at Arms

The amount collected each month will
be posted in the Journal.

The SFPOA sponsors a hot shower
program at SFO for members of the
military who are in transit and use the
USO facilities. USO SFO is open 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year. The USO also provides many other amenities including
a nursery, snack and beverage station,
Internet café, Xbox gaming station, Wi-Fi
throughout the center, free phone calls,
TV lounge with leather recliners, fax,
luggage storage for in-center visitors
and information for local attractions.
The SFPOA also purchases snacks and
beverages for the facility.
To ensure that we have a constant
flow of money each month to purchase
the showers, snacks and beverages, each
Station/Bureau will be designated a specific month in which the POA representative will make a collection. The money
will be sent to Sgt. Sean O Brien Airport
Bureau, the coordinator of the program.

January

Central

February

Southern

March

Bayview

April

Mission

May

Northern

June

Park

July

Richmond

August

Ingleside

September

Taraval

October

TTF

November

Airport

December

Traffic - TAC
Investigations
Headquarters

Retires feel free to make a collection
or donation at any time.
Central Station has set bar high by collecting $367.67 for the month of January,
good job Central.

L aw Office of

ROBERT K. WYMAN
Certified Specialist with over
22 years of experience in
Workers’ Compensation Law

415 387-8100
robertkwyman.com
4444 Geary Blvd. • Suite 201 • San Francisco, CA 94118

is filled with sincere people who simply
want to help.
Officers will take a bullet for people
they don’t even know. That may sound
like a melodramatic Hollywood script
line, but every cop knows that to be true.
Are there people who should not be
police officers? Yes, of course. Does that
give people the right to denigrate an entire profession and disrespect the great
work they do everyday? No it does not.
The lack of respect for the profession,
and the lack of understanding of what
they are asked to do and how they are
expected to do it is exasperating to all
law enforcement professionals
Where does San Francisco go from
here? Will police officers continue to be
thrust into an impossible war between
the burgeoning haves and the swelling
have-nots?
Will cops even care anymore when
they know how quickly people will
turn on them when it fits their political
expediency?
Thousands of criminals, drug addicts,
and mentally ill have been and will
continue to be released into our community due to jail overcrowding and
proposition 47.
Many of these people will continue to
commit crime, and politicians will say
and do little. There will be hundreds of
situations everyday that can be misconstrued or taken out of context and then
– based solely on an 8-second video – be
reported as fact across the universe of
social media.
The day following the death of Mario
Woods, San Francisco police officers
were called to a possible “hostage situation” in the “Bayview” district. A former
member of the L.A based “Crips” gang

Gary Delagnes
refused to come out of his house.
In that incident, after a 90 minute
standoff, the officers were able to talk
the suspect into surrendering and the
incident ended without anyone being
injured.
Didn’t read much about that one in
the paper, did you ?
Politicians and the media will continue to blame the police for a tactical decision that merely appears to be improper.
Split second decisions will be second
guessed time and again by arm-chair
quarterbacks who have never been in the
arena, yet feel qualified to judge the actions of others without the facts to do so.
Moral judgments are virtually photoshopped and morphed into a false
perception of a culture of racism. Cue
up the “Blue Ribbon Committees” and
the Grand Juries, the politicians will cry.
After all, no local drama can be without
them.
Cops can’t win. As Yul Brynner’s
character would say, “We never win.”
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Outbox
January 20, 2016

January 22, 2016

Yulanda Williams, President
Officers for Justice
5126 Third Street
San Francisco, CA 94124

Mayor Edwin Lee
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Pl.
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Ms. Williams:
It has come to the attention of the SFPOA that you recently testified before the
Blue Ribbon Panel (BRP) that was commissioned by District Attorney George
Gascón. The POA has also offered our full cooperation to the BRP since its inception. As a leader of a Police Employee Group (PEG) it is only proper for you to
participate in these hearings.
Nonetheless, the POA is disturbed about some of your comments and accusations. For example, you claim that racism is “widespread” within our department. The POA disagrees. While a handful of officers engaged in racist and
homophobic text messaging—and were condemned for doing so by the POA and
by me personally-- there is no evidence that racism is widespread throughout the
department.
You also testified that the POA:
• is insensitive to the needs and working conditions of minority officers;
• is constantly disrespectful to minority public officials and communities;
• disregards black officers;
• has disregard for minority communities;
• does not live in and does not understand minority communities;
• forces you to be POA member; and
• does not allow the OFJ to bargain
As a former elected representative who served on the POA Board of Directors, while I have been President, you never once raised any concerns at a BOD
meeting or made such allegations to either me, the Executive Board, or any
other member of the BOD. The POA represents all members equally and without prejudice—as it is required to do so under state law. The POA By-Laws, our
Legal Defense Planned Document, and our Memorandum of Understanding affords fair and equal treatment to all members regardless of race, gender, religion,
sexual orientation or identification. Consider speaking with the last five African
American members who sought, and were granted, Legal Defense Fund representation and ask them if they share your personal belief that the POA disregards black officers.
The POA will continue to respond to any and all public officials who unfairly
make uninformed, inflammatory and disparaging remarks about my members
when the facts do not support their statements. The POA response is not based
on their minority status it is based on their disrespectful comments directed at my
members. This is evident in the numerous response letters reprinted in the POA
Journal.
The POA would like to know who in the minority community, outside of
elected or appointed officials, you allege finds our actions to be disrespectful.
This Association has been at the forefront of efforts to be engaged with all minority communities in our city. You will recall during your time on the Board of
Directors, the POA repeatedly sponsored youth from the Bayview/Hunters Point
to travel to West Africa to explore their heritage; was an annual sponsor of Live
Free through the Omega Boys Club headed by Dr. Joe Marshall; has continued
to sponsor Blessings in a Backpack which provides nutritious lunches to school
children in Visitation Valley; and most recently, afforded our first Community
Grant to Hunters Point Family to support their community garden.
These are just a few of our outreach services to the minority community and
you personally sent me an email on September 9, 2015 commending the POA for
assisting our financially challenged community.
You have also previously thanked the POA for our involvement in the “Not
On My Watch” program and the POA efforts to recruit African American and
minority officers in 2015.
For the record, I was born and raised in the Mission District; I lived on Potrero
Hill for 18 years and I now reside in the Ingleside District. Since I entered the
SFPD, I have worked primarily in the Mission, Ingleside, Bayview, and Tenderloin Districts, both in uniformed and plain-clothed capacities. In contrast, you
are assigned to Richmond Station and you reside outside of the City. I cannot
therefore understand your criticism that the “POA does not live in minority communities”, and your inference that you do.
Your claim that you are compelled to be a member of the POA is false. Joining the POA is completely voluntary (as a matter of state law) and per the MOU
and the By-Laws, members are free to resign from the POA during the months of
May and November.
Finally, the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act (California Government Code section
3500 et sequitur) only permits one exclusive bargaining representative for San
Francisco Police Officers. The members have democratically selected the San
Francisco Police Officers’ Association to be that representative. That is why the
Officers For Justice does not bargain for police officers.
Yolanda, the references to you in the text messages were disgusting. However,
I find your testimony to the Panel to be largely self-centered and grossly unfair
to the almost 2200 officers of this department, the vast majority of whom are

Dear Mayor Lee:

incredibly caring about all of their fellow officers and all of the communities in which they live and work.
Martin Halloran
SFPOA President

Over the past several weeks there have been a number of organizations and
many individuals who have raised questions and concerns surrounding the San
Francisco Police Department, the policies and procedures within the Department, and the leadership of the Department. The SFPOA has heard these concerns and we are actively working with members of the Board of Supervisors,
the San Francisco Police Commission, and the Chief of Police to foster change, if
needed, and to advance the SFPD to better serve the community.
Now more than ever, we need a strong, capable, and insightful leader. Fortunately, we already have that person in place. Chief Greg Suhr has long demonstrated his commitment to public safety and has selflessly dedicated himself
to all people of this great city. The POA agreed with your decision in 2011 to
appoint Greg Suhr as Chief of Police. It was the right call. The POA stood by
Chief Suhr then and we stand by our Chief now. Although the POA, at times,
has disagreements with the Chief, we respect his leadership and believe he can
lead his department through this difficult time and well beyond.
Having worked with Greg Suhr over the past 26 years, long before he became
Chief, I can personally vouch for his character and his integrity. I, along with the
POA, have complete confidence in Chief Greg Suhr and we thank you for your
confidence in him as well.
Sincerely,
Martin Halloran
SFPOA President
cc:

Suzy Loftus, President, San Francisco Police Commission
Chief Greg Suhr

Thank you for attending police commission meeting
To All Members:
When I sent out the email blast last Saturday requesting members to
be at the Police Commission meeting on January 20th, I was hoping for
a favorable response from the rank and file. The POA wanted to send a
message to the Commission and to the public at large that we support
our fellow officers who were involved in the OIS on December 2nd and
we want them to be treated fairly and impartially during the review
process. What happened at the Police Commission meeting far exceeded
my expectations and I can only say that it made me extremely proud to
be your President and to be associated with you as a member of this fine
department.
Over 150 POA members attended the meeting, on their own time,
demonstrating their solidarity. Everyone acted professionally and demonstrated restraint while we were being heckled and booed by some
of the attendees. When our members were being shouted down and
drowned out by demonstrators during Public Comment, our members
once again remained calm and waited until order was restored. Once our
voice was heard we filed out of the auditorium, in an orderly fashion, as
the crowd continued to shout profanity at us. We left because clearly our
presence was seen, by some, as a catalyst for disruption.
I am especially proud of and I want to commend POA members Shante Williams, Tracy McCray, and Bassey Obot for voicing their concerns
in this venue. Their speeches were sincere and from the heart and they
displayed a tremendous amount of courage in standing up and saying
what is right.
I offer my sincere thanks to all members who attended. Your commitment to your fellow officers has only further demonstrated to me and
hopefully to those who sit in judgement that the SFPD is made up of a
dedicated fine group of men and women. It also demonstrated that we
will stand by our brothers and sisters and as Shante told me “We will be
heard.”
Martin Halloran
SFPOA President
Members Bassey Obot, Shante Williams and
Tracy McCray, addressed the Commissioners at
the January 20, 2016 Police Commission meeting.
Scan the QR code or go to the below
link to hear their comments.
http://sfpoa.org/011316PoliceCommission
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Social Media
Comments re: SF Police
Commission Meeting,
January 20, 2016
“In order to have a dialogue, both
sides have to be able to speak. It's
not a dialogue when you keep cursing at the cops & refuse to let them
speak.”
— Chryse Grecousis Hawes

“SFPD: stay strong. Continue
to be professional. Be safe. Go
home at the end of your watch.
And know that there are those
of us out there, the silent ones,
that give you a nod, or see you
from across the street, we are
watching you, because we have
your back, I got your six.”
— Steve Rohwer

“I support SFPD!”
— Antigone Foreman

“Marty — I know you’ve been
busy as hell with all the anti
police forces and power grabbers relentlessly attacking us.
Just wanted to say you’ve been
doing a great job, and thank
you for all you do in behalf of
us. It’s a tough job and takes a
tough person to do it.”
— Johnny Victor

“Marty — Thanks again for standing up to uninformed loudmouths
who have their own agenda at the
expense of the hardworking officers. I think you are the best president the POA has had!”
— Phyllis Ford

“Marty, from across the pond
I’m shocked, almost daily, at
the treatment cops over there
are getting! Another shot! 4 K9
killed this year! A cop shot and
his cruiser stolen...it saddens me
to the core! No cop ever, should
be berated and hated for taking
the action to save their life or
that of a colleague!”
— Neil Smith

“Hang in there, stay strong SFPD.
Tough times ahead, this too shall
pass! You have my support and
respect!”
— Kim Reynolds

“The louder and more hysterical the voices of the so-called
activists became, the more your

voices of reason, support, and
pride resonated. As the mom
of murdered Pittsburg Officer
Larry Lasater, officer safety issues are very important to me.
Please let me know if I can be of
any help to you.”
— Phyllis Loya

“Thank you SFPOA. We need more
PR like this for our local SFPD
heroes.”
— Jennifer Galantini

“Stay strong SFPD, you have
many supporters, and we vote.”
— Timmy Callebo
“These activists wonder why
nobody listens to them...BECAUSE
THEY DON’T LISTEN! Kudos to
SFPD...great job!
— Deb SF
“…shouting only shows their
lack of concern for communications between the public and
the law; let alone the truth.
Hang in there SFPD and support each other.”
— Shirley Paine
“The attorney for Mario Woods’
family is John Burris. This means
it’s going to be a circus. For those
who don’t know John Burris is
interested in two things....1. Money.
2. Publicity for John Burris.”
— Richard Wang
“The police department’s
job is to protect the community FROM people like Mario
Woods. I think they are doing a
fine job.”
— Bob Mueller
“POA/Marty —Excellent job in
representing the facts and the rank
and file.”
— Dan Gray

Response to
Yulanda Williams
“Marty — …It is my expert opinion
as a native San Franciscan, public
school graduate, near 30 year San
Francisco Police Officer and SFPOA
member that Sergeant Williams’
testimony is her opinion but her
opinion is unfounded and leaning
toward biased.…As of this date, I
haven’t witnessed any biased policing on the street, discrimination
in the Department or POA. I am
an American of Filipino and Penn-
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The POA and I have been overwhelmed with the many, many social
media and email messages of support in the last couple of weeks. By the
largest of margins, the messages have supported San Francisco police officers, the SFPOA, and me. We simply do not have the space in this issue
of the Journal to reprint the whole of each message, although I truly wish
we could. Instead, I have asked the editor to reprint as many as possible,
and pare down to a few sentences each many of the longer messages.
It should go without saying that all of us at the POA, the SFPD, and
our public safety allied agencies appreciate beyond words the support
and encouragement from the members that we represent, and the public
that we serve. I am humbled, and honored. Slainte!
— Martin Halloran, President
San Francisco Police Officers Association

sylvania Dutch ancestry, born and
raised in the Sunset … I am now
part of the SFPD, the most culturally diverse agency on the planet.”
— Ron Banta

Board of
Supervisors Letter
“Thank you Martin Halloran!!”
— Mary Roddy-Barnes
“POA Board — Thank you for
all that you do on a daily basis
for this department and all of
its members…You have stood
up and represented us in an articulate and professional manner and I am very proud to be a
member of the POA.”
— Stacy Youngblood

“From an old retired cop from
Calistoga. Hang in there! Maybe they
will next give you guys a paid day off
for Charles Manson Day.”
— Jim Atkinson
“Supervisor [Yee] —The Board
should not be honoring anyone
with [Woods] history of crime
against the most vulnerable in
our City.”
— John Goldberg

“Mr. Campos …I’m a bleedingheart San Francisco liberal who
sees chicken-s@#t liberals on their
way to ruining one of the best cities
in this country. (Ask Bill de Blasio
how that’s working out for him
after the Eric Garner incident when
the NYC cops turned their backs on
him, literally.)”
— Joel New, A Mission District,
Bartlett St. constituent

“Thanks for continually standing up for the members, Marty.”
— Jim Pera
“…thank you for your ongoing
work in defending the SFPD from
the unwarranted and dangerous political attacks coming from
several small but vocal protest
groups in the Bay Area as well as,
tragically, our own Board of Supervisors. Please keep it up and

know that there is a lot of support
for you, the POA, and Chief Suhr
from the rank and file… Morale is
not only plummeting now, but has
apparently been doing so for some
time.…Despite all this, most of us
care strongly about our job and the
community. We are working hard
every day to make life better for the
people who live here.”
— Chris Hardy,
Co H
“That’s a deplorable resolution
at best. …Thanks for your service Martin! Be safe all.”
— Wut Tan

“Thanks for all your hard work
Marty. It is appreciated.”
— Phil Dito
“Great letter, Marty.”
— Dennis Bianchi

“Your letter could not have said it
better. I believe that if the resolution passes all officers both active
and retired should take a stand and
show their disdain for the Supervisors who voted yes.”
— Dennis Schardt,
SFPD Lieutenant, Ret.
“Thank you!”

“Thank you.”

— Erin Boylan

— Sheila Cibotti

“Thank you Marty. I know it’s
hard to be the voice of reason
amidst the insanity that is San
Francisco politics.”
— Bill Bush
“Bravo Marty!”

— Lea Militello

“Agree great letter and the only
point I’m not agree is said Mr.
to Campos he don’t deserve that
title.”
— Jose M. Jaimes

“Well said, Marty.”
— Kia Myers Holsey
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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“Thank you for strongly voicing our objection … however
the mere thought of honoring
Woods, given how little he
cared for himself or his fellow
man, is an insult to anyone (police or lay person).”
— Oscar Barcena
“… Job well done and thank
you for sticking up for the
SFPD. The tradition with POA
Presidents lives on.”
— Vinny Catanzaro
“Thank you! My father, James F.
Dougherty, made the ultimate sacrifice....EOW 1-11-00”
— Bridget Lyons
“Right on, Marty - My uncle
Bob Morey was killed in 1958
and left a young family and
widow - he was giving a drunk
a ride home in his police car....
trying to do the right thing.”
— Joanne Ryan Pino
“Dear Ms. Breed: … honoring
someone who had a criminal past,
had just attacked someone with
knife, and refused to put his weapon down after multiple requests, is
simply appalling. …Perhaps time
would be better spent passing a
resolution to equip police with less
lethal weapons such as Tasers.”
— Teri McBart
“Great!”

— Edward Tilton

“I’m all for our City’s FINEST!”
— Deb SF
“Thank you Marty.”
— Julie Lazar
“I’m embarrassed to live in a city
where the majority of our BOS
would even consider such a day. I
pray to God this doesn’t pass. We
need to honor our heroes....those
that have sacrificed their lives protecting ours.”
— Ann Sheridan Baglin
“We all know (well, those with
any cells left in our hat holder)
that this is purely to create
votes.”
— Brian Moomhey
“Well said and written! Thank you
Marty! Job well done.”
— Vince Mazzaferri

“It’s a shame that the BOS lack
of common sense must compromise the integrity of our brave
officers who protect them. Most
elected officials prioritize their
agenda based on re-election.
How else would they explain
their motivation for this resolution?
— Raul Artiga
“I was horrified to read of Campos’
resolution over the weekend but not
shocked, considering the source.
Knowing that other supervisors
may go along with his hair-brained
idea is repulsive. Thanks for speaking up, Marty.”
— Maggie Ortelle
“We’re all with you, Marty, we
all have to stand up to these
idiots.”
— Michael Puccinelli
“Seriously, a day to remember Mario Woods? You (Campos) should
seriously take yourself out of public
office. You are an embarrassment to
SF and the people you serve.”
— Ed Anzore
“I hope someday soon the silent
majority will get tired of this
liberal BS, and speak out.”
— Jim Drago
“It is such a comforting feeling to
know there is such a professional
group of individuals who have
sworn to protect the public and
who step out into harms way every
day of their working career to do
so.… The recent vote by the Board
of Stupidvisors (yeah I stole that
line from the Chronicle) to name
a Mario Woods remembrance day
goes beyond just normal Bay Area
stupidity, it approaches serious
mental illness on the part of that
group of clueless buffoons.”
—Jerry Webb,
Special Agent, FBI-Retired

“He just gave the clowns a right
to protest every year.”
— Ernie Ferrando
“Mr. Wiener — The effect of this
is to show that lives of predatory
members of society who create
victims without fear of reprisal,
are celebrated as heroes to their
community… I sincerely hope you
reconsider in the future and stand
up for victims like Kate Steinle, or
even Mario Woods’ victim, who no
one seems to care for.”

— Rich Cibotti

“You are doing what is right
by not keeping silent. Don’t
stop now and keep up the good
work.”
— Don Sloan,
Retired Sgt. of Police (1986)

“I appreciate the ads you are
putting on the radio requesting a fact base debate; using the
media for something positive
for change.”
— Honest Abe

“Is it at least a paid holiday?”
— Lamar Toney

“Thank you very much Marty for
being our voice. My prayers are
with you. It’s a sad day to be a Police Officer.”
— Jean Etcheveste

“If they continue to honor the
criminal element, there will be
very few decent citizens left to
honor — especially dead law
enforcement officers who made
the ultimate sacrifice protecting
the people they were sworn to
serve....”
— Jerry Cohn
“The Board of Stupidvisors is truly
an embarrassment to all of us native San Franciscans.”
— JoAnn Gervais
“What a f@#%ing joke. SFPD
did their job.” — John Echarte
“Disgusting. SFPOA stay united
and strong. Continue to support the
officers that work tirelessly for the
City.”
— Gabriel Silva Sr.
“The true definition of irony.
The same idiots who don’t want
Officers to have Tasers as a less
lethal force option, want to
have a day of remembrance for
someone who had to be shot to
be stopped from being a threat
to Officers and the whole community.”
— Rob Zolensky
“The inmates are running the
asylum. The BOS is an embarrassment.”
— Tricia Serfas
“I stand with the police, not the
felons or the politicians.”
— Sally Hill
“Dear Ms. Breed: I am furthermore
disgusted with the characterization
of the Police Officers Association’s
intelligent and eloquent statement
in opposition to the measure as
“strong-arm tactics.”… Perhaps the
Board of Supervisors can ameliorate some of the damage they have
done to the city of San Francisco
by designating the aforementioned
Mario Woods day of remembrance
as “Drop the Knife Day.”
— Daniel Yelen

“All I can say for now is keep
up the good work, and for the
troops not to get discouraged.
These kinds of careless people
(B.O.S.)won’t be around for
long.”
— Mike Fernandez
“Dear Board of Supervisors: It is
a tragedy that you would capitulate and use this criminal as the
poster child for your support of a
movement that in actuality had my
family’s and most average citizens
support. Until now...”
— Brad Stangel
“As a San Francisco native, taxi
driver, and resident, … I thank
you and am grateful for your
service to our safety, …Hold
your head up high because the
silent majority of San Francisco
recognizes and is grateful for
your dedication and sacrifice to
our community.”
— James Lassus
“Sir [Eric Mar]: I am a native born
San Franciscan and I have lived in
the Richmond District for a combined thirty-two years. …This support of this man is a slap in the face
to every police officer and veteran
in this country.”
— Leonard Tran
“I am a retired member of the
SFPD with 34 years of service
to the city of San Francisco. I
knew many members who gave
their lives to protect the citizens
of this city. The POA should immediately proclaim a Police and
Fire Fighters day to all that lost
their lives serving this city…(By
Ballot if necessary)”
— Patrick F. Loughran
“I’m sure most would agree that
the death of Mr. Woods is sad and
unfortunate, but certainly not a
situation to be commemorated.
God bless all our law enforcement
officers who protect us and ask for
nothing in return except common
sense and compassion.”
— Raul Artiga
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“Campos has no concept of
how, ridiculous he looks in the
eyes of normal people ....the
king... Campos has no clothes
...but he, hasn’t figured it out
yet.”
— Larry Ford
“Thank you President Martin
Halloran ......for being resolute and
standing up for the troops!’
— Ben Mcalister
“Why can’t a petition start so
the sane citizens of SF can express their disapproval of this
proposal. Let the BOS know we
support SFPD. Oh, don’t elect
Campos again either!”
— Siobhan Orford
“So we are going to honor (because that’s what this “Day of
Remembrance” is, it is an honor)
a criminal? Has the BOS given
any thought the victims of Mario
Woods’ crimes? What a disgrace.”
— Mary Grogan McFadden
“A mighty slap in the face to
the Officers of SFPD and the
victims of this thug. Unbelievable!!!!”
— James Terry Brown
“I’m disgusted to think that elected
officials would consider such an
outrageous suggestion for a criminal. Thank you SFPOA and SF officers for the phenomenal work you
do each day.”
— Jennifer Galantini
“That is absolutely inappropriate and insulting and just sad!!”

— Kelli Jo Henderson Cullinan

“Very well put Marty. But you are
dealing with political BSers looking
for publicity.”
— Barry Cotter
“Our own Alinsky in SF. Glorifying thugs is their mission.”
— Marge Donaldson
“Thank you Martin Halloran, President SFPOA.”
— Marge Silva
“Why I “love” that board. Yuk.
Anything else, I want to say,
can’t be printed. Thank you,
Marty, keep up the good work.”
— Ian Somers
“Officers of the SFPD are more
committed to the good of the com-

munity unlike a liberal board of
supervisor which loves power.”
— Thomas Lee
“Stand your ground. The suggestion of this is disrespectful to the City and those who
protect it. It is time for those
supervisors and Mayor (others)
to spend a week in a police car
or on a “walking” beat to see
what the streets really look like.
They need to ride MUNI and
walk the streets. “Respect!”
— Bill Dickenson
“SF: the City that knows how......
How to cater to every; arse hole
around.”
— Wilbur Wilbutron Sr.
“It’s disgusting. We do not
celebrate criminals, and our
true heroes -though deservingdon’t ask to be celebrated. They
just go out and do the job day
in and day out for everyone....
including the ungrateful, the
most critical, the glass-housestone-throwing hypocrites.”
— Tami Nelson-Celaya
“My dad was a cop in the city, I
was always told that when the
police say stop and put your hands
up, that’s what you do.......If you ask
me, the people in the city government are total whack jobs.”
— David Lunn
“Thank you for all you do! This
is disgusting!!”
— Mark Pitchford

die serving the community are
certainly worthy of a “day” of
remembrance.”
— Steven Paris-Adams
Today, I am so embarrassed to say
I am from SF. I have written to my
Supervisor (Katy Tang) to express
my displeasure. They have made a
mockery of themselves, the citizens
of this city and our excellent police
force.”
— Mike Dai
“It should be mandatory that
each supervisor be required
to ride along with the SFPD at
least one night a month.”
— James Cowan
My father was a 30-year veteran of
the SFPD (and my grandfather was
a 49 year veteran of the SFFD), I am
sick to my stomach and truly disgusted by what the BOS did ... it’s
shameful, and a slap in the face to
all who wear or have worn a badge!
— Kit Sheerin-Ohlman
“This is absolutely DISGUSTING. I back you 100%!”
— Sarah Lee
“This is a sad day for our HEROS
IN BLUE. My 22 year old son, a
Police Officer was killed in 2014 by
a fleeing felon with a gun. This is
despicable. I used to live in Berkeley and visit SF often. I will NEVER
go there again.”
— Stacey Thalmann
“What a joke!”

“This is appalling, sad, and downright disrespectful towards the
hard work SF’s Finest do each and
everyday. Thanks for all you do—it
is appreciated!”
— Liz Pino

“I disagree with this wholeheartedly and hope that there
will be a reconsideration. Absolutely disrespectful towards all
those who have lost their lives
in the line of duty.”
— Kelly Haynes
“I heartily support your letter
to the Board of Supervisors.
It just seems this Black Lives
Matter movement has the City,
the country...even the Oscars
(!!)...manipulated into chronic
apologizing and condescending
to their constant demonstrations, freeway blocking, and
potential violence. Officers who

— Ron SooHoo

“Maybe the officers of SFPD should
just not show up to work on that
day. If we are honoring criminals
now, how better than a day without
police? Let these moron supervisors patrol the streets that day.”
— John Locke
“The BOS needs to support
their officers … I can’t imagine why on earth they would
have this remembrance day
for someone who would prey
on the weak and is a convicted
felon who is known to terrorize
and known to be a gang member.”
— David Green
“Pitiful that the slain officers of San
Francisco have never been treated
with a day of remembrance. I consider myself a moderate democrat

who leans towards being liberal I
do not believe the action the board
took is helpful to promote unity in
the community.”
— Janie Daniel
“I think the SFPD should walk
off the job en masse and leave
these whimpering sickos on the
SF Board of Supervisors to their
own devices to get home safely
with no police around in that
city. It’s so maddening.”
— Kathy Powell
“Let’s make it a day of remembrance for his (Mario) victim. SF
trying to make a politically correct
action but doing it for a criminal”
— Jackie Cedor
“Please STOP this ridiculous
idea of a Mario Woods day. It is
a complete insult to the citizens
of California it bestow that kind
of honor on a criminal, when
our actual heroes get no such
recognition. I am disgusted.”
— Erik Petersen
“The SF Board of Supervisors are
the most misguided people in the
world and they shame this city.
What a bunch of ungrateful citizens they are. The disrespectful
attitude this board shows the fine
police officers of SF is appalling.
Their actions will bring more harm
to the city. Hope someone starts
a petition to revoke this horrible
injustice. Stay strong.”
—Linda Calamaro Canterbury
“I cannot wait for a board of supes
that is not populated by morons
spit out of the Democratic Party
puke machine.”
— Maureen Kirwan

None of these comments
were solicited, but all are
very much appreciated. It is
a great comfort to the men
and women of the SFPD
that the people of San Francisco appreciate and value
their service. It is gratifying
that the POA Board of Directors and other staff have
the confidence and support
of our members.
Thank you very much.
— MH
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Chief’s
Corner

First, let me start this month’s column
by telling you how much all of you have
been in my thoughts and prayers as
you work to keep this City safest in this
unbelievably difficult time for law enforcement across this country and here
in San Francisco. I know how hard we
have worked to build trust in all the communities that make up this great City
of ours – especially in our underserved
communities with our work with young
people to connect them with the same
opportunities (education and jobs) every
young person should have for the brightest of futures. Despite of our efforts, the
December 2nd officer-involved-shooting
of Mario Woods has for many residents
in this City shaken their trust in their
Police Department. We must do all we
can to rebuild that trust for everyone’s
sake as trust is “the coin of the realm”
in police work.
As far as much of the acrimony that
has come after the tragic events of December 2nd, although many have questions as to the “why” of how things took
place, because the video out on social
media is concerning, most folks in San
Francisco are willing to let the process/
investigations take place before making a final judgement. Others, for their
own reasons, have their minds made up
before all the facts are in. Please try not
to be discouraged. Please know that the
residents and visitors of San Francisco
approach me daily with expressions of
support for all of you. The people of San
Francisco, as I have said many times,
know what they have in the way of the
men and women of the SFPD — and they
support you. As I close my comments
at all Academy Graduations in telling
them to dare to be great cops who will
do anything to help people: “It is not
the critic who counts; not the man who
points out how the strong stumble, or
where the doer of deeds could have done
them better. The credit belongs to those
who are actually in the arena; who strive
valiantly; who err, who come up short
again and again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but
who do actually strive to do the deeds;
who know great enthusiasms, the great
devotion; who spend themselves in a
worthy cause; who at the best know in
the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if they fail,
at least fail while daring greatly”. I know
you go out every day, often at great personal sacrifice, “daring greatly” to make
this City safest and help people in need.
With the above said, we can/will
“dare” to be better. This year may result
in as much or more change than any
other year in the history of the SFPD.
Before year’s end, every officer in the
field will be equipped with a body worn
camera. E-citations (citations written
on smart phones) will also at least be
introduced as a pilot. And every officer will get training on “Procedural
Justice and Implicit Bias” to help us
better understand the expectations of
the various communities that make up
San Francisco. We need to go about our
duties in helping people not as we see fit;
but as the communities we serve wish
to be treated/helped. As Commissioner
Bratton from New York has been quoted
as saying, “We (cops and community)
need to see each other”.
As if the above would not be enough
change for one year, we will also be reengineering the way we use force — especially when dealing with persons with
weapons short of a firearm. Even though

we have policies, procedures, and training in place that are as progressive as any
other Department around the country in
attempting to minimize force — we can
and will be doing more.
Our policy (DB: 15-155) that prohibits
officers from using deadly force on a person that is only a danger to him or herself
is a model policy/“best practice” that
will be adopted by other agencies. Most
members of the public understand that
we have to engage an armed (w/firearm)
suspect/active shooter with a firearm
because of the risk involved in such instances. The situation that the public has
an incredibly hard time understanding
are officer involved shooting(s) where
the suspect was armed with a weapon
short of a firearm. It is in these “Edged
Weapon/Other Weapon” situations that
the public sees a disproportionality in
our response — bringing a gun to a
knife fight.
In re-engineering the way we use
force please know we will not be alone
in this effort. I met with Police Chiefs
around the country in Washington DC
twice just this past month and this is all
anybody is talking about. Every police
department in the country is grappling
with these same issues. We (assembled
Chiefs) did arrive at guidelines all
departments should consider while reengineering their use of force policies,
procedures, and training. Rest assured,
that every approach proposed can/will
actually increase officer safety, as well as
the safety of others involved, by teaching
officers (as suggested in SFPD DB: 15106) to slow down; and create time and
distance to avoid even the perception
that our actions might have escalated the
situation. Our re-engineering efforts will
continue to emphasize de-escalation and
introduce the “Critical Decision Making
Model” which will have officers quickly
reassessing how we do things many
times throughout every incident. The
CDM always has us asking ourselves if
what we are doing/considering doing,
and/or planning to do is consistent with:
Code of Ethics, Core Values, Proportionality, and the Sanctity of Human Life”.
Other agencies around the world have
worked with similar decision making
models and found that they have come
to use far less force and thus, when they
do use force, have the understanding
and support of the public as they can
“common sensicallly” understand/make
sense of the level of force used.
I’m sure you all have many questions so I will be visiting all stations/
details in the coming months to have a
conversation with you all personally. In
the meantime, please keep doing all you
are doing to keep this City safest. And
remember, the people of San Francisco
support you.
Be safe out there,
Greg Suhr
Chief of Police
San Francisco Police Department
Oro en Paz, Fierro en Guerra
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SFPOA Staff Report
It’s only 9:40 a.m. but that’s still never
too early for a crime to be committed in
San Francisco. Officer Jeffrey Fortuno,
Officer Leo Bernstein, Officer John Lucchetti, and Officer Ian Mikulas were
directed to the area of 25th and Dakota
Streets by Dispatch with information
that there was an individual there who
was carrying a gun. The description of
the suspect left no doubt that the individual they had detained was the subject
in question. The person detained did not
want to cooperate with the officers during their investigation and he had, from
a criminal’s perspective, a good reason
for not doing so - he was carrying a
fully-loaded, semi-automatic weapon…
Once in custody the officers conducted
a criminal history and learned that he
had been involved in other shootings
in the past.
✧

✧

✧

✧

New Year’s Eve in San Francisco
should be a place where people can come
to enjoy the festivities. This was not the
case for two young men visiting from
Sacramento. They were downtown when
they were approached by an individual
who attempted to sell them narcotics.
They both declined the offer and moved
on. It was only a matter of minutes before
the “salesman” reappeared, this time he
brought a few buddies along. And he
wasn’t asking if our visitors wanted to
purchase anything — instead, he had a
gun pointed at both of them demanding
their wallets. The victims had no choice
but to comply with his demands. They
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on the 300 block of Octavia in The City
and ransacked through 4 vehicles, eventually taking one of them as a getaway
car. Officer Glenn Juco, Crime Scene
Investigations, reviewed a video of the
break-in and then conducted a physical
evidence search of the area locating,
lifting, and documenting a usable print
from one of the suspects. The individual
in question was currently on probation
called 9-1-1 shortly after and Officer in San Mateo County for committing the
Michael Cunnie and Officer Steven exact same crime. A crime info bulletin
Orengo responded. The officers man- was put out with his description and Ofaged to find a video of the robbery as it ficer Patrick Gerrans and Officer Gary
went down and gave Dispatch a perfect Kunnaboot from Park Station knew
description of the suspects. And, within immediately where they could find the
45 minutes of the crime, Officer Cunnie suspect — and they did.
and Officer Orengo had all of the sus✧ ✧ ✧ ✧
pects in custody along with the fullyDecember was just about closing
loaded, 9 mm semi-automatic equipped
out
2015, when Officer Robert Gilson
with an extended clip. The officers also
and
Officer Wayne Lok observed a car
managed to recover all of the property
double-parked
at 43rd Avenue and Sloat
taken from the visitors from Sacramento.
Boulevard. The officers approached the 2
✧ ✧ ✧ ✧
occupants to warn them of the danger of
The subject walking through the Ten- fast-approaching vehicles from behind.
derloin District didn’t have a care in the When the driver lowered his window as
world — at least he thought he didn’t… requested by the officers a small cloud
Unbeknownst to him, Sergeant Steven of warm air with an odor very similar
Spagnuolo, Central Station, had solved to that of someone smoking marijuana
a burglary case and had issued a Crime emanated. The officers then conducted
Alert listing our stroller as the prime a preliminary investigation which resuspect with an outstanding warrant vealed that the man behind the wheel
for his arrest. It was quite apparent that and his woman passenger were both
this individual liked to take things that convicted felons with numerous prior
did not belong to him and he went about offenses and that the driver also had
it by committing burglaries. Enter Of- consented to a search condition as reficer Jared Harris and Officer Daniel lated to his current probationary status.
Solorzano. Both officers had seen the The officers then searched the vehicle
Crime Alert and committed the sus- under his control and found a loaded,
pect’s photo to memory. So when they .45 caliber handgun in the center console.
saw the burglar walking on Turk near Need to file this one under “what were
Larkin they conducted a brief investi- you thinking ?”
gation which led to his arrest and then
✧ ✧ ✧ ✧
a complimentary escort to county jail.
The last 5 documented incidents
(Credit to Sergeant Rachel Murphy for
involved
what used to be known as
bringing this outstanding police work
criminal
recidivism.
The same people
to our attention.)
doing the same crime(s) day in and day
✧ ✧ ✧ ✧
out. And, if any of these incidents had
The suspects broke into the garage involved the officers having to use force
in subduing the offending parties, then
their family, friends, and defense counsel would automatically claim that they
were just at the point of “turning their
lives around.” Really?!! Maybe their lives
should be turned around at the point of
their first offense with a jail term.
✧ ✧

“Cops for Christ” Winter Luncheon
The San Francisco Chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Peace
Officers is Hosting a Winter Luncheon… All are welcome!

Thursday, February 18, 2016, 12:00-1:00 pm
POA Board Room, 800 Bryant St., 3rdFloor
GUEST SPEAKER:
Toby Kurth planted Christ Church in San Francisco in 2009 and is also

the Director of Veritas Cities. Prior to that, he worked for over 12 years as an
environmental consultant while pursuing a Masters in Historical Theology at
Westminster Seminary and a PhD in history at Stony Brook University in New
York. During his time in New York, Toby helped plant a church in Brooklyn
and God used that experience to give him a passion for communicating the
gospel in cities. Toby is also actively engaged in church-based community
relief work in rural Malawi. Toby, his wife Rebekah, and their three sons live
in San Francisco, CA.

Please come for a great lunch and message
from Pastor Toby Kurth

No Cost Lunch catered by Pancho Villa.

✧ ✧

The young woman had locked herself
in her bedroom and sent a text to her
best friend saying that she was going to
kill herself. Family members had also
called Dispatch begging for help. Sergeant David Parry, Officer Matthew
O’Leary, Officer Claudia Valle, and
Officer Blake Cunningham responded
to the residence. There was a tense standoff but the officers managed to continue
a dialogue with the distressed subject.
At one point they thought they had
convinced her to come out but, instead,
they could hear her trying to open the
back window of her bedroom which led
to the 3rd floor balcony outside. Since the
only person on the balcony was Sergeant
Parry the officers in the hallway forced
entry to the room and, once inside, they
found Sergeant Parry wrestling with
the subject who was intent on critically
injuring herself by jumping from the 3rd
floor of the residence. They soon man-
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aged to calm her and arranged for her
to obtain the necessary medical care so
desperately needed.
✧

✧

✧ ✧

We have a larger and more equipped
organization coming to The City with
the intent of conducting a criminal enterprise should be aware that we have
a larger and better equipped gang than
they do… Such was the case when a
certain individual set up shop in the
Haight/Ashbury neighborhood. He
immediately preyed on those who had
little to lose, robbing young transients
housing themselves in Golden Gate
Park, among others. He was rumored
to always be carrying a gun and was a
named suspect in a shooting just a few
days earlier. Officer Stanislav Bratchikov and Officer Aaron Bjorkquist
were well-acquainted with the history
of this individual and knew that there
was an outstanding no-bail probation
warrant for his arrest. And then a 9-1-1
caller gave sufficient information to Dispatch about the location of this suspect
and officers from Park Station immediately searched the area designated but it
was to no avail. Officer Bratchikov and
Officer Bjorkquist, however, remained
behind in the neighborhood until their
hunch paid off. A block away they found
the suspect and immediately placed him
in custody.
Sergeant Alan Callaway later submitted a Commendation for the outstanding job the officers performed
citing: “Due to the persistence, attention
to duty, and keen observation skills of
Officers Bratchikov and Bjorkquist, a
dangerous methamphetamine-addicted
criminal was removed from the streets.
This individual has been a menace to
both the transient population of Golden
Gate Park, as well as the residents and
visitors to Haight Street for several
months. Any time he spends in custody
is a relief for our citizens. I recommend
that Officers Bratchikov and Bjorkquist
be commended for their actions in this
incident.” So do we!
✧ ✧

✧

✧

There should be no need to track
down an individual who was armed
with a machine gun and threatened to
kill his stepfather on, of all days, Christmas Eve. But it happened. The scenario
started at his stepfather’s house in the
Bayview where illegal but extremely
legitimate threats were made by the
suspect when he actually pointed a machine gun at his stepdad. The suspect
then fled but Officer Kevin Adams,
Officer Kyle Wren, Officer Blake Cunningham, Officer Matthew O’Leary,
and Officer Jason Nord tracked him
down to a residence in the Richmond
District of The City. Additional officers
responded and, after a brief standoff, the
suspect was taken into custody without
further problems. Sergeant Sean Frost
later prepared a Commendation for all
of the officers involved with his last
paragraph being entirely on point: “As
a result of this arrest, the suspect’s family was able to sleep soundly on the one
night of the year when not a creature
should be stirring.”
Stay safe.

Free Initial Consultation for SFPOA/SFPD Family & Friends
Specializing the areas of:

Criminal Defense • Personal Injury • Civil Litigation

FRANK PASSAGLIA, attorney at law
34 years experience
2171 Junipero Serra Blvd., Suite 600
Tel: 650-991-2001
Daly City, California 94014
Fax: 650-991-2010
www.FrankPassagliaLaw.com
E-mail: fpassaglia@aol.com
Former San Francisco Police Officer
Former San Francisco Assistant District Attorney (1979–1997)
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Officer Involved Shooting Investigations
By Chris Canning,
POA Board of Directors - Investigations
Chances are you’ve had some instruction on what to expect during an
OIS during your career. It was most
likely in the Academy as a recruit or as
a supervisor taking a class dealing with
managing an OIS scene. The material
probably made sense, but like anything
else, principles taught in a classroom can
be difficult to remember when a critical
incident unexpectedly occurs.
The Shooting
Numerous agencies and investigative
details have responsibilities in an OIS.
Immediately after an OIS, district station
officers should immediately establish
and secure a crime scene. A supervisor
from the district station must contact the
shooting officer(s) as soon as possible
and obtain a “Public Safety Statement”.
The purpose of the public safety statement is to gather information pertinent
to determining the extent of the community caretaking role the police are
bound by duty to perform. Questions
may include determining if the officer
was involved in the OIS, if anyone was
injured, where the injured are, if there
are any outstanding suspects, if the suspects fired at the officer, the direction of
fire of the officer and (if applicable) the
suspect, etc. Department Bulletin 15-031
outlines public safety statements and includes a card that sergeants should carry
with them to assist with obtaining public safety statements. The public safety
statement is not a detailed interview;
questions should be limited to obtaining
necessary information to ensure public
safety. Involved members should not
answer any other questions until they
have spoken with their representative.
Another officer should be designated
to monitor the involved officer. If multiple officers are involved in an OIS,
each should be monitored by separate
officers. The involved officers should be
separated. Monitoring officers should
not talk about the OIS with the involved
member. If a civil law suit is filed, involved members and their monitoring
officers may be questioned about the
content of their conversation. Unless
medical treatment is required, involved
officers should remain dressed in their
uniform and keep their duty belt undisturbed with their firearm holstered. CSI
will eventually photograph the involved
officer(s) and take their clothing, duty
belt, and firearm as evidence. Range staff
will replace the officer’s seized firearm.
Scene Management
The Homicide Detail is the primary
investigative unit at an OIS scene. Other
involved investigative units/agencies
are: Internal Affairs, District Attorney’s
Office personnel, OCC, and Medical
Examiner’s Office personnel. Command
Staff, Media Relations, Crisis Incident
Response Team members, Range staff,
POA personnel and POA attorneys will
respond. Local politicians may respond.
Protestors may also show up at the scene.
Depending on the day, time, and
location, it may take more time for investigators to respond to the scene. It is
critical for station personnel to establish
and maintain a secure crime scene to
preserve evidence and prevent unnecessary scene contamination. If possible,
a “warm” crime scene (outlining areas
surrounding the immediate OIS scene)
should be established and a “hot” crime
scene (the immediate OIS scene) should
be established. A command post should
be established outside of the “warm”
crime scene. Responding investigative

units and agencies should be directed
to report to the command post and not
admitted into the crime scene until
authorized by either the lead Homicide
Detail investigator or Lieutenant of the
Homicide Detail. If possible, an area for
the media should be established and
clearly communicated to responding
media personnel.
Investigative Units/Agencies
Homicide Detail: Primary investigative detail with overall responsibility
for the criminal investigation, the crime
scene, collection and documentation of
evidence.

OIS Investigations
There is no secret or special formula
for investigating OIS incidents. Investigators attempt to gather all available evidence in order to recreate the sequence of
events. Evidence can include: physical/
forensic evidence at the scene, ballistic
evidence (shell casings, bullets/projectiles, etc.), video evidence, evidence in
the form of witness statements, police
radio traffic, 9-1-1 calls, etc.
Video evidence and statements from
percipient witnesses (a witness that
perceived something with one or more
senses – sight, smell, sound, touch, etc.)
are critical to understanding the dynam-

It is important for involved officers to
understand their particular role in an OIS
incident as it relates to criminal culpability,
civil and administrative liability.
Internal Affairs: Responsible for
investigating the incident in order to
determine if the OIS was within department policy.
OCC: Conducts an independent investigation in the event that a citizen
complaint is initiated.
District Attorney’s Office: Conducts
an independent investigation in order
to determine if criminal charges are
appropriate and if they will be filed.
The DA’s office has criminal investigators who conduct a separate criminal
investigation under the direction of an
Assistant District Attorney (ADA). The
ADA reports to a supervisor who reports
to the elected DA.
Medical Examiner’s Office: If there is
a death, ME investigators and a physician will respond. The scope of the ME’s
investigation is to determine the cause
and manner of death. ME investigators
and physicians respond to the scene to
determine what, if any, environmental
factors may have played a part in the
cause of death (body position, entry/
exit wounds, trajectory of ricochets, etc.).
The ME investigates and renders an
opinion regarding the manner of death
and categorizes it as either: natural, accident, suicide, homicide, could not be
determined or pending investigation. In
the case of an OIS, the manner of death
will likely be homicide.
Legal Representation
Active members of the POA are entitled to legal representation as it relates to
lawful acts committed during the course
and scope of their duties. The POA
maintains of panel of seasoned attorneys
familiar with the nuances and concepts
of OIS criminal and administrative
investigations. POA attorneys will
typically respond directly to members
involved in an OIS as soon as possible.
POA executive board members or POA
board members will respond directly to
members involved in an OIS to tend to
their needs such as family notifications,
childcare arrangements, etc.
It is important for involved officers
to understand their particular role in
an OIS incident as it relates to criminal
culpability, civil and administrative
liability. It is important that officers involved in an OIS understand that ONLY
statements made to their legal representative are protected as a privileged
attorney-client conversation. Other than
providing the responding scene supervisor a public safety statement, involved
members should refrain from making
any statements related to the incident
before speaking to their attorney.

ics of an OIS and recreating the chain of
events that led to the OIS. Investigators
work to gather and retain as much evidence as quickly as possible immediately
after an OIS. Investigators clearly want
to speak with involved officers.
OIS Interviews
There is a clear distinction between
interviews conducted by criminal investigators and administrative investigators. Criminal investigators (Homicide
Detail investigators and DA investigators) cannot compel (force) and officer
involved in an OIS to participate in an
interview. Administrative investigators
CAN compel (force) and officer to participate in an interview.
After involved members consult with
their POA attorney, if they decide to
provide a voluntary statement to criminal investigators, an interview will be
scheduled. These interviews are held
in an interview room at the Homicide
Detail. The interviews are typically audio and video recorded. Officers being
interviewed should make every effort to
dress professionally (class B uniform or
court attire). In civil litigation, plaintiff’s
attorneys (the attorneys for individuals
suing the City, Police Department, and/
or involved officers) will likely obtain
copies of all interviews which may find
their way into a civil jury trial.
Voluntary Interview:
The interview room is a small room
with a table. Involved officers and their
POA attorney sit on one side of the
table. Homicide investigators, a district
attorney investigator and possibly an
ADA will also be in the interview room.
Internal Affairs investigators and other
District Attorney’s office personnel will
likely be monitoring the interview (from
a different room).
The format of the interview is not
unlike other investigations: investigators attempt to understand the sequence
of events, objective observations of the
officer, reasoning for the conduct and
actions of the officer, and the perceptions
of the officer. It is important for officers
to have a clear understanding of the
department’s use of force policy (DGO
5.01), the department’s use of firearms
policy (DGO 5.02), applicable penal code
sections and relevant case law.
Usually, the voluntary interview
will start with a series of biographical/
historical questions about the involved
officer (name, star number, amount of
sleep prior to the OIS, last time the officer
ate, date of hire, assignment/unit at the
time of the OIS, etc.) and then progress

to questions related to the chronology of
what led to the OIS. Criminal investigators are fact finders: they are obligated
to ask questions relative to the incident
and corroborate statements with other
evidence, if possible. The interviews can
be lengthy; it isn’t uncommon for breaks
to be taken during the interview.
While Homicide Detail investigators
are the lead investigative unit responsible for the crime scene, collection
and storage of evidence, the District
Attorney’s office determines if criminal charges should be filed against the
suspect or the involved officer. During
a voluntary interview, all participating
investigators (Homicide Detail and
DA’s Office) have an opportunity to ask
questions. If a question is not clear or is
confusing, an officer can ask for clarification before answering. Investigators are
likely asking a specific question to obtain
specific information; it is important that
involved officers answer the question
being asked and not respond based on
what they think the investigator wants
to know. It is important to understand
the importance of the voluntary interview: it is intended to assist criminal
investigators.
Administrative Interview:
An administrative interview is scheduled and conducted by Internal Affairs
(IA) investigators. Criminal investigators do not participate in administrative
interviews. Involved officers and their
POA attorney meet with IA investigators at the Internal Affairs office. Since
Internal Affairs investigators are conducting a personnel investigation, they
can compel (force) involved officers to
participate in the interview as it relates
to the OIS. If an officer is compelled to
make a statement they will be advised
of their rights. This is known as a “Lybarger Warning”. Statements made to
IA investigators are not considered protected until the officer has been advised
of the “Lybarger Warning”. The scope
of the IA investigators’ investigation is
to ensure the officer involved in the OIS
acted within department policy.
A compelled statement in an administrative interview offers only SOME
protections to officers being interviewed.
While statements IA investigators compel from officers cannot be used in a
subsequent criminal action against the
officer, they CAN be used to impeach
the officer in a criminal court proceeding (i.e. suspect survives the OIS and is
charged for a crime - defense attorneys
for the suspect can obtain the administrative interview of the involved officer).
Failure to participate in a compelled
administrative interview can result in
an officer’s termination.
Return To Duty
Before an officer involved in an OIS
can return to duty, a number of tasks
must be accomplished. Officers involved
in an OIS are typically temporarily reassigned to their Bureau Headquarters.
Officers participate in any mandatory
debriefing and recommended training
(psychological evaluation, range training, force options training, etc.).
Within 5 business days after an OIS,
the Chief of Police convenes a panel
to discuss whether or not an involved
officer is ready to return to duty. The
panel is comprised of a representative of
the Behavioral Science Unit, the OIC of
the Homicide Detail, the Deputy Chief,
Commander, and Captain who oversee
the involved officer’s unit, the OIC of
Internal affairs, the Deputy Chief overCONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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OIS Investigations
seeing the Investigations Bureau, and the
OIC of Risk Management. A presentation
of the sequence of events and the facts
known about the OIS is shared with
the panel. The panel makes a decision
on whether or not the involved officer
is ready to return to duty. The panel
forwards their decision to the Chief of
Police. The Chief of Police makes a determination on whether or not he concurs
with the panel. When the Chief of Police
determines that the involved officer is
ready to return to duty, the Chief will
draft a letter and forward it to Internal
Affairs. Internal Affairs will then present the decision of the Chief of Police in
a report to the Police Commission during
the next available Wednesday the Police
Commission is in session. At the first
Commission meeting after their receipt
of the report from Internal Affairs, the
Police Commission and the Chief of
Police to review the Chief’s findings
and decision. Involved officers will not
return to duty until authorized by the
Police Commission.
Further Investigation
Both the Homicide Detail and Internal Affairs maintain a case file of the OIS
incident. Both the Homicide Detail and
Internal Affairs complete comprehensive
reports about the OIS. These reports include information obtained from laboratory results, incident reports, interviews,
etc. In addition to the Homicide Detail
and Internal Affairs investigations, the
DA’s Office and OCC conduct independent investigations and maintain their
own case files.
DA investigators conduct and complete their investigation and forward
it through their chain of command for
review and approval. Since the DA’s
office is responsible for filing criminal
charges in San Francisco, an ADA reviews the case to determine if criminal
charges should be filed. If the DA’s office determines the officer involved in
the OIS didn’t act criminally they may
provide a “Declination Letter” to the involved officer. The “Declination Letter”
is essentially a letter from the DA’s office
advising the involved officer that based
on a review of the evidence relevant to
the OIS, the DA’s office is declining to file
criminal charges against the officer. Just
like with other criminal cases handled
by the DA’s office, it is possible for the
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DA to file charges after a declination
letter has been drafted if the DA’s office
obtains new evidence that supports a
criminal charge.
If an OIS occurs at SFO or in another
county, the administrative component of
the OIS investigation remains the same.
The criminal investigation component
(crime scene response and management,
criminal investigation, DA review) will
typically be handled according to the
policies and procedures of the county
the OIS occurred.
In addition to investigations of a
criminal and administrative nature, it is
possible for parties to file a civil lawsuit
against the City, Police Department,
involved officers (and their respective
chain of command) relative to the OIS.
In this case, the City Attorney’s office
handles the legal matter relative to civil
procedure. Unlike criminal matters, the
burden of evidence required in civil matters is a “preponderance of evidence” as
opposed to “beyond a reasonable doubt”.
The preponderance of evidence can most
easily be described as the “weight” of
evidence convincing the trier of fact
(juror or judge if no jury) to favor one
side more than the other. The amount/
volume of evidence isn’t as important as
the “weight” (substance) of the evidence.
Also, in civil jury trials, the verdict isn’t
required to be unanimous.
It is also possible for the United States
Justice Department (DOJ) to become
involved. The DOJ can review the facts
of the case and determine if federal
criminal charges are appropriate. Additionally, the DOJ can open a civil rights
violation investigation as it relates to the
individual OIS (use of deadly force as a
“seizure” consistent with the definition
of the Fourth Amendment of the United
States Constitution) or to a “pattern or
practice” of law enforcement agencies.
Conclusion
Each OIS is unique and based on the
circumstances of the case may require
modifications to the usual process.
While nothing can alleviate the stress
and trauma involved with an OIS, understanding the mechanisms of the process will hopefully relieve some stress
associated with involvement in a “lowfrequency high-profile” investigation.
Stay safe.

Governor Rejects Parole for
Man Guilty of Shooting Officer
Associated Press
January 16, 2016
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — California Gov. Jerry Brown has rejected
parole for a man convicted of killing a
San Diego police officer during a 1978
traffic stop.
Brown’s decision late Friday rejected
the recommendation in August of a state
parole board, which called for the release
of 54-year-old Jesus Salvador Cecena.
Cecena, who was a 17-year-old gang
member at the time of the shooting, was
tried as an adult and sentenced to life in
prison without the possibility of parole
for shooting San Diego Officer Archie
Buggs, 30, four times.
The governor said in his written rejection that he acknowledges Cecena was
a minor when the crime was committed
and that he has worked to improve himself during in prison and avoided serious
misconduct for decades.
But Brown said negative factors outweigh those considerations.
“Mr. Cecena turned a routine stop for

speeding into a cold-blooded execution
of a beloved police officer who worked
earnestly to protect his community,”
Brown wrote in his decision.
Brown also said Cecena has yet to
provide a credible explanation for the
crime or sufficiently explore his motives,
and that he still minimizes the crime.
“I am troubled that Mr. Cecena
continues to whitewash the murder of
Officer Buggs,” Brown wrote. The governor cited an interview last year with a
psychologist where Cecena said he killed
the officer in a panic when evidence
showed he aimed carefully.
His term was later modified, giving
him a chance at parole under a state law
that allows youth offenders serving life
without the possibility of parole to petition for release once they have served at
least 15 years.
Cecena was also recommended for
parole in 2014, but Brown reversed that
decision too.
Information on an attorney for Cecena who could comment on his case
was not available late Friday night.
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The San Francisco Police Officers Association congratulates the following
members on his or her recent retirement from the SFPD. These veterans
will be difficult to replace, as each
takes with them decades of experience and job knowledge. The most recently
retired SFPD members are:
• Officer Edgar Chin #4118 from Airport Administration
• Officer Malcolm Fong #659 from Medical Liaison
• Officer Richard Lee #115 from Administration, Fleet Management

Retirements

All of the above listed on SFPD Personnel Order #1 (December 30, 2015) and
#2 (January 13, 2016).

Retiree Range Requalifications
Forwarded to the Journal by Ray Allen
The Range staff has been getting numerous calls from retirees asking about
range qualification. Would you be so
kind as to relay the following information to retirees?
The Lake Merced Range will be closed
for at least 3 months in order to replace
our backstop. There will be no shooting
at the range during this time, which
includes retiree qualifications. It is suggested that those who need to re-qualify
go to a local range (PD or civilian), get

the CCW qualification course from that
range, and send it to Andy for approval.
Once it’s approved, the retiree needs to
successfully qualify on that course and
once again send the paperwork to the
SFPD range. Once that paperwork gets
from the successful qualification, it will
then be sent to Dave Gin so that he can
update the retiree’s ID.
Please remind retirees regarding
LEOSA, it is required that they obtain
the LEOSA card from the state in which
they reside.

Measure to Curb California Public
Pensions is Pulled – for Now
From the Sacramento Bee
By Jon Ortiz, jortiz@sacbee.com
Forwarded to the Journal
by Martin Halloran
Beleaguered by fundraising doubts
and attacks from organized labor, two
former California officials said Monday
they are backing off plans to place a measure on the November ballot intended to
curb public pension benefits.
Instead, former San Jose Mayor Chuck
Reed and former San Diego Councilman
Carl DeMaio said in a joint announce-

ment, “We have decided to re-file at least
one of our pension reform measures later
this year for the November 2018 ballot.”
Reed said in a telephone interview
that he is disappointed but undeterred.
Professional fundraisers and potential
donors, he said, believed that economics, politics and a pending U.S. Supreme
Court decision would strengthen the
likelihood of passing a pension measure
in two years.
Read more here: http://www.sacbee.com/
news/politics-government/the-state-worker/
article55310175.html#storylink=cpy

Peninsula Retired SFPD Luncheon
It’s that time again for the Peninsula Retired San Francisco
Police Officers’ lunch which will be held on Wednesday, April
6, 2016 (11:30 AM) at the Basque Cultural Center located at
599 Railroad Avenue, South San Francisco.
Please join us for a lunch of Salmon with Champagne
Sauce with rice, Veal Roast au jus with potatoes, or Vegetarian Pasta. All entrees served with vegetables, house salad, bread/butter, and
a dessert of ice cream or sorbet.
The cost per person will be $25, which includes tax and tip, collected at
the door.
There will also be a non-hosted bar available for beverages.
Please RSVP by March 28, 2016 with your entrée choice to John Tursi at
(415) 850-6862 or John Bisordi at (415) 699-4445 or by email at SFPDRETPEN@
gmail.com.
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SAFE Bikes
Sarah Burton, Executive Director
San Francisco SAFE, Inc.

Even in a city with hills like San
Francisco, getting around by bike is a
great way to go. You can avoid traffic,
get exercise, not worry about parking,
and even maneuver downtown during Super Bowl 50
events. It’s made
even easier with
topog raph ical
and route planning maps from
organizations like
the San Francisco
Bike Coalition (sfbike.org).
There
is
a dow nside,
t hough: t heft.
That’s where San Francisco SAFE comes
in. Several years ago, SAFE partnered
with SFPD’s Park Station, the Park Station Community Police Advisory Board
and other community organizations
to work on reducing bike theft in San
Francisco. As a part of that effort, we
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also created a bike registry where bike
owners can register their bike in order
to help them make police reports in case
it is stolen as well as get returned to
them if it is subsequently found. To date,
SAFE has registered over 10,000 bikes in
San Francisco and seen dozens of bikes
reunited with their owners.
With El Nino upon us, we want to
encourage all bike riders (you hard core
folks that ride in all types of weather),
to not lose any vigilance during these
rainy months. Even if there are less thefts
because of the rain, taking the time to
properly lock your bike will keep your
bike as safe as possible and maintain
those good safety habits for when we
see the sun again.
Our SAFE Bikes website just recently
got a great facelift and can be found at
safebikes.org as well as on San Francisco
SAFE’s home website, www.sfsafe.org.
Here are some great tools SAFE Bikes
has to offer:
Bike registry
• Locking tips with diagrams and video
• Tips on what to do in case your bike
it stolen

• Serial number lookup in case you recover a stolen bike and want to know
if the owner is in our registry (Click
the “Recover” button at www.sfsafe.
org/safe-bikes) — police officers have
used this tool to get in contact with
bike owners just hours after a bike
was stolen!
If you are interested in arranging a
bicycle safety or theft prevention workshop, are interested in volunteering, or
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would like more information on this
program, please contact our SAFE Bikes
Coordinator, Sean Mac Nab at sean@
sfsafe.org. We work with community
organizations, schools, police stations,
and workplaces to put on events, conduct
onsite bike registry, and demonstrate
safe locking techniques.
Have a question? Contact me at
sarah@sfsafe.org or (415) 553-1981 and
be SAFE!

Officer Drives Miniature Donkey to Safety in Back of Police Car
By Inside Edition
A police officer in Oklahoma placed an unlikely subject in the back of his
patrol car: a miniature donkey.
Norman police Officer Kyle Canaan responded to a call from a woman saying there was a donkey wandering along a rural road on Tuesday morning.
After a little pushing and pulling, the officer finally got the donkey, nicknamed “Squishy,” into the back of his car.
The officer told KFOR that the donkey actually fit inside the vehicle perfectly,
saying: “I rolled the window down for it.”
The police department shared a snap of the donkey to Twitter, writing: “It’s
not everyday that you see a donkey in the back of a police car. Ofc. Canaan
helped get it safely off the roadway.”
The woman who alerted police said she plans to keep Squishy if no one
claims him, and asked police to drive the donkey to the pen she had prepared.
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SF Dispatcher of the Month Pat Burley
Department of Emergency Management
1011 Turk Street, San Francisco, CA 94102
Division of Emergency Communications
Phone: (415) 558-3800 Fax: (415) 558-3843
Division of Emergency Services
Phone: (415) 487-5000 Fax: (415) 487-5043

Edwin M. Lee
Mayor

To:

SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT
OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Anne Kronenberg
Executive Director

Monica Martinez, Public Safety Dispatcher

From: Joanne Donohue, Communications Supervisor
Re:

Communications Dispatcher of the Month – January 2016

Monica Martinez did an exemplary job regarding the handling of vehicle
pursuit on January 2, 2016.
On January 2, 2016 at approximately 0349 hours a caller reported his white
2014 San Francisco Chronicle Van was 211 carjacked by a suspect armed
with a machete. 3D102 spotted the vehicle just 8 minutes later and yelled,
“Hold it right now, Van is taking off down 17th towards Market!” Monica
Martinez, Public Safety Dispatcher, assigned to police radio service channel
4 called a code 33. Bordering
district, Northern was notified
and additional channels were
punched up with suspect and
vehicle information. A vehicle
pursuit commenced, lasting
an hour and going through
several districts prior to being
cancelled.
Vehicle pursuits pose inherent risks that rise in proportion
to speed. Even when speeds
are low to moderate there is
a high risk of loss of life, serious personal injury, damage
to property and tremendous
stress. These stress factors
require pursuits to be closely
monitored and supervised by
police command staff and DEM
Supervisors. She did an exemplary job of maintaining control of the airwaves, anticipating the needs of
the officers, and acknowledging requests from the field. 3D102 acknowledged
the efforts by calling communications thanking Monica for a job well done.
He said, “This is one of the smoothest pursuits I have ever seen or heard”.
Her stern and decisive voice owned the airwaves because it was clear,
concise, respectful and commanding. It was evident that she was confident
in handling this pursuit. More importantly, she was committed to keeping all
officers involved safe. This is commendable and deserves acknowledgement.
For being selected Dispatcher of the Month we are able to offer the following:
• Parking in the “Employee of the Month” space for the month of
December 2015
• One-hour off, with Shift Manager approval
• “Employee of the Month” engraved pen
• Philz Coffee Gift Card

Helping an Angel

New Crowd Funding Web
Site Helps Police Officers
By Nicoh Alday
Ingleside Station
My wife started an online fundraising
website business similar to Go Fund Me.
Unlike Go Fund Me, they do not charge a
platform fee. Also, there is a category for

Law Enforcement. So I just wanted the
board and our members to know about
the free online fundraiser available to
them.
Helping an Angel,
www.helpinganangel.com

Behavioral Science Unit (BSU)
BSU: (415) 837-0875 Fax: (415) 392-6273
Confidential e-mail: sfpd.bsu@sfgov.org
Stress Unit Alcohol/Substance Abuse Support
Off. Art Howard (415) 378-5082
24 hours answering service (415) 933-6038
Catastrophic Illness Program
Off. Pat Burley (415) 637-2328
Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT)
Contact DOC for 24 hour response (415) 553-1071
MHN: Your free outpatient mental health benefit • (800) 535-4985
Confidential e-mail: members.mhn.com (company code SFPD)

BALEAF Board
Member Highlight
By Robin Matthews
BALEAF Treasurer
Greetings! This is the tenth
article that I’ve been doing for
you over the past year to introduce you to the BALEAF Board
of Directors so that you can
learn a little bit more about us.
The Bay Area Law Enforcement
Assistance Fund (BALEAF) is a
non-profit organization that was
formed in 1999, and provides
support to law enforcement officers and their families, as well
as to law enforcement civilians,
who have either been killed in
the line of duty, have suffered a
serious injury, or who have suffered a catastrophic event.
This month’s profile is going
to be on Pat Burley. Pat was born
and raised in San Diego, and is
a die-hard San Diego Chargers
fan! She became a Deputy Sheriff
with the San Diego Sheriff’s Department
in February of 1987, then later, moved up
to the Bay Area and joined the San Francisco Police Department in May of 1994
in the Department’s first lateral class.
Pat worked at Mission Station, Bayview
Station, and Staff Services, where she
worked at the Medical Liaison Unit. She
is currently assigned to the Behavioral
Science Unit, and is looking forward to
retiring on March 23rd!
Pat joined the BALEAF Board in 2015,
and currently serves at the organization’s Treasurer. When asked why she
wanted to be involved with BALEAF,
Pat told me the following.
“While working at the BSU, especially
when dealing with officers applying to
the Catastrophic Illness Program, I saw
firsthand the difference BALEAF was
making in the lives of officers and their
families. BALEAF was always a beacon

of light when officers, or their families,
needed a glimmer of hope, whether
with financial support or referrals for
services. I wanted to be a part of BALEAF
to continue to help the law enforcement
community as a way of giving back to
others. I am impressed with the dedication, commitment and compassion from
all the Board members of BALEAF, as
well as their passion for helping.”
When Pat isn’t working, she enjoys
vegetable gardening, wine tasting,
walking, and visiting San Diego and
it’s beaches.
For more information about BALEAF,
please check out our website at www.
baleaf.org. We can also be reached by
mail at P.O. Box 31764, San Francisco,
CA 94131, by email at baleaf1025@gmail.
com, or on Facebook. We hope that you
never need us, but we’re here if you do.
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America’s Aging Workforce:
Age 70 is the New 50
By Edwin K. Stephens,
Life is a jig saw puzzle with most of the
pieces missing.—Anonymous
The days of our years are threescore
years and ten; and if by reason of strength
they be fourscore years, yet is their
strength labor and sorrow; for it is soon cut
off, and we fly away. —Psalms. XC. 10
Is there a real possibility that Americans will live to age 100 without a decent
income?
Answer: Yes. American women who
have made it to age 60 will live, on average, until 86; men on average, until 83.
But we cannot count on dying on time.
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POA Mail
Dear President Halloran —
Your article in the POA Journal (October issue) about stress in the Police
Department really hit home for me. It
really touched me, and it is so true.
My husband, retired Captain Robert
Mucci, had two breakdowns while
serving 32 years in the SFPD and one
more after retiring. He kept everything
to himself about his work. I think it
took a toll.
He has been gone a long time now.
He loved his job. Please, I beseech you,
keep reprinting this article. Maybe it
will hit home to some one else.
Sincerely,
Ora Mucci

The Social Benefit of Working to Age 70
On 8/14/15, Professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff of Boston University’s Economic
Department and Robert C. Pozen, a senior lecturer at the M.I.T. Sloan School of
Management wrote an OP-ED piece in The New York Times entitled, “Let Older
Americans Keep Working.” In short, the authors noted that every day, 10,000 baby
boomers—Americans born from 1946 to 1964—leave the workforce. Most of them
have not saved enough for retirement; at least one-fifth have basically no retirement
savings. Our economy has a shortage of skilled workers.
Therefore, keeping older Americans on the job benefits everyone. It is crucial to
maintaining economic growth, and it will help boomers to preserve and increase
their savings if longevity continues to rise.
The Employee Benefit Research Institute (ERBI) have extolled some of the nonfinancial benefits of working longer, namely the continued social interaction and
intellectual engagement. A previous EBRI report confirmed that 92 percent of those
who worked beyond the traditional retirement age of 65 do so because they want
“to stay active and involved,” and 86 percent say they “enjoyed working.”
The Financial Benefit of Working to Age 70
The Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) has used data from millions of
401(k) participants and incorporated factors like longevity, investment risk and the
potential for catastrophic health care costs to determine whether working five years
beyond the “normal” retirement age of 65 helps Americans reach their retirement
goals. What they found was that those five extra years may not be enough for many
Americans to retire comfortably.
For one-third of households in which the people were between ages 30 and 59 as
of 2007, with few exceptions, working until age 70 will not provide adequate income
in retirement. While only about half of households age 50-59 in 2007 could retire
at 65, the number increases to nearly two-thirds if retirement age is increased to
70. Not only do workers save more, they also delay dipping into their retirement
funds, allowing to continue to grow.
What age must you reach to make waiting for Social Security pay off?
Age

Monthly
Benefit

Yearly
Benefit

Total Benefits
Paid by age 75

Total Benefits
Paid by age 80

62
67
70

$1,419
$2,062
$2,581

$17,028
$24,744
$30,972

$221,364
$197,952
$154,860

$306,504
$321,672
$309,370

Total Benefits
Paid by age 85

Total Benefits
Paid by age 90

$391,644
$476,784
$445,392
$569,112
$464,580
$619,440
Source: SSA.gov
The table shows roughly how much a hypothetical 39-year old woman will receive
at various ages from Social Security, depending on when she files for benefits. If
she dies at 75, claiming at 62 would have been the best choice. If she dies at age 90,
then waiting until 70 would have been a very wise decision. Total benefits do not
reflect any cost-of-living adjustments that may occur through the years.
Finally, consider delaying retirement until age 70 as if purchasing an annuity
from the government. This could mean working, but also spending some retirement
savings to make it to age 70 before filing for Social Security.
For more investment advice visit Edwin Stephens’ web site at www.policeone.com/columnists/Edwin-Stephens/. Securities transactions through McClurg Capital Corporation.
Member FINRA and SIPC.

To all the good people of the POA —
The Raymond White family would
like to send out our sincere appreciation for your thoughtfulness and
lovely flower display sent on our dear
father’s behalf. Dad was so proud of
this fine organization.
Sincerely,
The Ray White Family
Dear POA —
On behalf of the Cops Care Cancer
Foundation, I would like to thank you
and the entire SFPOA Executive Board
of Directors for the generous contribution to the Foundation. Without your
support, the annual Fantasy Flight
event would not be able to occur.
I wish you and your family a great
holiday.
Best regards,
Officer Gordon Shyy #2416
San Francisco Police Department
Advisory Board
Cops Care Cancer Foundation
Marty —
Thank you so much for the generous donation towards the 8th grade
Washington DC trip for my son, Owen
Walsh. It was very much appreciated.
I also am grateful for the gorgeous
flower arrangement that was sent to
my house due to my on-duty injury!
It was such a nice and unexpected
surprise. I am proud to be a member
of the SFPOA and I appreciate all your

hard work! Thank you again for the
donation and flowers, and your dedication to all the members of the SFPOA.
Happy New Year and I wish you all
the best in 2016.
Best regards
Officer Karen Pandolfi,
Airport Bureau
Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of the Ocean View, Merced Heights, Ingleside-Neighbors In
Action, I wish to thank you for your
generous donation and continued support of our Annual OMI Holiday Toy
Giveaway.
Warm Regards,
Mary C. Harris
President
Dear Friends —
On behalf of the Glendale Police
Officers’ Association “Cops-for-Kids”
program, we would like to extend a
sincere thank you for your support
of our 2015 “Cops for Kids” Charity
Poker Tournament, held on October 17,
2015 at the Elks Lodge in Glendale.
Your generosity will enable us to
continue serving the needs of our
area’s disadvantaged, handicapped, ill,
and at-risk children.
Sincerely,
Off. Bryan Duncan
Tournament Chairman
GPOA Foundation - Cops for Kids
Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of the Board of Directors,
the program staff and the families of
the campers of Camping Unlimited,
I thank you for your most generous
grant sent to our program director,
Christina Krem in late December. We
received the check
We are appreciative of your committee’s interest in our recreation and
socialization program for adults and
children with developmental disabilities and we are most grateful for your
substantial financial support.
Yours truly,
Judy Simmons
Camping Unlimited

Learn About New Tax Form 1095

Health Service System
Issuing New Tax Form
Our national health care law requires
that almost every American have health
insurance or pay a penalty. At the end
of January 2016 the Health Service System will be issuing a new tax form. The
1095-C is similar to a W-2. You must file
the 1095-C with your 2015 federal tax
return. It shows the federal government
that you’ve met your obligation to have
health insurance.
• The following Health Service System
(HSS) members will receive a 1095-C:
• City & County of San Francisco employees who were eligible for health
insurance through HSS in 2015.
• New retirees who were active employees enrolled in HSS health insurance
for part of 2015.
• All retirees enrolled in City Plan PPO

during 2015.
The 1095-C form will be mailed at the
end of January 2016 to the home address
that is on file with the Health Service
System. It will be sent in an envelope
marked Important Tax Document. When
you receive it, keep the 1095-C form in a
safe place. You will need it when filing
your federal tax return for the 2015 tax
year.
In addition to the 1095-C sent by the
Health Service System, you (and your
family members) may receive additional
1095 forms from other employers and
health insurers. Save them all. You will
need all the forms when completing
your 2015 tax return.
Watch a short informational video
about the 1095-C by visiting our website
myhss.org.
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Why Would Anyone Want to Be a Cop?
By Sandy Malone Owner,
Sandy Malone Weddings & Events
Forwarded to the Journal
by Carl Bonner, Homicide
Pretty soon, police departments
nationwide will have to lower their
hiring standards, increase salaries and
benefits, and put a lot more money into
marketing for new hires, because the
men and women who would usually be
candidates for law enforcement careers
will choose another path.
Becoming a police officer used to be
a family tradition. It’s not just an Irish
thing, as is often depicted in movies
and on television. I cannot count how
many father/son and even mother/
daughter, police families you can find
out there in various departments, of all
different colors and backgrounds. It’s an
honorable profession serving the community, and children who are raised in
cop households often grow up with the
same sense of civic responsibility as their
parents. I even know of one family in the
Washington, DC, area who has family
(cousins, brothers, etc.) in almost every
police department in and around the
city. Meet one “Officer Wigglesworth”
and I guarantee you, he’s related to all
of the others.
But the times, they are a’changin. And
not for the better. Because the overall
attitude toward law enforcement has
shifted and changed. The profession
that was so revered after 9/11 has instead become itself the target of hate.
A lot of people have tried to make the
community’s problems with law enforcement a race issue. But the cop killers are
indiscriminate as to whom they murder.
Black, white, Hispanic, Asian — it’s all
about the color of the uniform, so to
speak, not the color of the officer’s skin.
Officer Randolph Holder, a 33-yearold member of the New York Police
Department, and a third generation cop,
was gunned down by a bike thief a few
days ago.
Only seven people showed up for a
community walk led by clergy for Officer Holder on Thursday night, two days
after he was killed in the line of duty. The
murdered police officer was black. And
his family is outraged that Holder isn’t
getting the same sort of attention from
black community leaders that Michael
Brown, Eric Garner, and Freddie Gray
got when they died resisting arrest.
They’ve even got Al Sharpton on the
defensive, because how can he explain
the way he rushed to the side of every
other family and can’t seem to pencil
in the Holders? It’s a valid complaint.
While so many in the #BlackLivesMatter movement want to paint a white face
on law enforcement, Holder was a black
immigrant representing the very best of
the American dream.
Where is the community’s outrage
that Randolph Holder has been murdered? If Holder had dodged his murderer’s bullet, and shot back and killed
him, how would that community have
responded? I believe we would be seeing
riots, and protestors with their hands
up, and everybody screaming that the
dead guy was “just a bike thief” and
didn’t deserve to die for his crimes. The
thing is, Officer Holder definitely didn’t
deserve to die for the bike thief’s crimes.
He was just doing his job to protect that
community. He and his partner had
responded to a 911 call.
No matter how much complaining,
ranting, and protesting has been done
by people, who does EVERYONE call

at the first sign of trouble when they
need help, including the criminals? The
police. “Dial 911 for help” is (or should
be) drummed into every little child as
soon as they’re old enough to pick up
the telephone. Children are told that if
they’re lost or in trouble they should look
for a police officer to help them. When
everyone else is running away from a
dangerous situation, the police run to it
— as fast as they can — to intervene and
help. Firefighters do the same thing, but
in bad neighborhoods, they usually do it
with a police escort or backup.

“… I also don’t
want to live in a
country where
the people who
should have been
the cops don’t want
to be anymore.
It’s hard to listen to my husband, a
retired Captain from the Metro Transit
Police Department in DC, talk to other
cops about “the job” now. While they
once boasted to each other about the
good work they’d done, the bad guys
they arrested, and the people they saved,
now they talk about how screwed up
everything is. My husband’s youngest
son wanted to be a police officer, but he
ended up taking a different professional
route. My husband now says “thank
God” none of his children followed in
his footsteps.
“I would NEVER tell anyone to become a cop now,” he says. “If you want
to help people, you should become a
firefighter.” Then again, the rioters in
Baltimore were throwing things at fire
trucks and cutting the water hoses, as
the firefighters tried to put out the flames
in the burning buildings during the
Baltimore riots. We all KNOW that’s true
because we watched it happen live on
CNN. And then a Baltimore firefighter
was shot in uniform not too long after
that. The same day Holder was shot, two
Detroit paramedics were attacked with
knives while treating a patient.
When I listen to my husband talking
to other cops — retired and active-duty
— they all say the same thing. All of
them are proud of being police officers,
but NONE of them would become a
cop today with the way police are being demonized, police departments are
being “de-militarized,” and political
mouthpieces are calling for a “softer,
friendlier look” for police officers. It’s
demoralizing and demeaning. And don’t
ask police spouses and family what we
think about it.
You want us to put our husbands and
wives and fathers and mothers and sons
and daughters wearing blue in the line
of fire wearing fuzzy track suits with a
badge embroidered on them? Forget the
tasers and guns, let’s give them stickers
with smiley or frowny faces, and they
can simply label citizens so that children
know whom they should avoid. And
forget those mean handcuffs, let’s use
the honor system.
“Sir, I’m arresting you for beating your
wife into oblivion, and now I’d like you to
politely follow me to the car so I can take you
down to the station, where we’d like you to
smile for some pictures from three angles.

Please?” Right, cuz that works. Not.
The reason police cars are designed
the way they are is because so many
crazy and/or drugged-up suspects try
to kick out the windows, spit at the cops,
and do other disgusting things. That’s
just some of the glory of police work.
Don’t pretend you haven’t watched
“Cops” and cringed.
Officer Holder’s mother, Princess
Holder, has spoken out already, calling
for New York to bring back their “stop
and frisk” policy that the current mayor
didn’t support. She’s right — more arrests are made when police initiate
regular traffic stops and check for warrants, and question other suspicious
characters, than any other way. But if you
don’t let police create a safe environment
for themselves when they’re doing their
jobs, they cannot be expected to keep our
communities safe.
Officer Holder was shot in the head
trying to catch a bicycle thief. In 2001,
Officer Marlon Morales, of the DC-area
Metro Transit Police (my husband’s department), was shot in the head while
trying to stop a fare evader in a Metro
station. Nowadays, police have to assume that every suspect, for even the
slightest infraction, may be armed, because that’s often true.
It scares the hell out of me that we will
not have another generation of good cops
coming onto police departments because
of the hatred and political environment.
I don’t want any of our family members
or friends to join the police department,
but I also don’t want to live in a country

where the people who should have been
the cops don’t want to be anymore. And
that’s a totally legitimate concern. Not all
of the people who do want to be a part
of the new generation of cops will be the
best ones for the job. You’re supposed to
join law enforcement because you want
to keep the peace, not jump on board
for the sole purpose of being a part of
neutralizing crazy riots.
Undermining the authority of the
police, and preventing them from doing
their jobs as they’ve been trained — for
political purposes — is destroying the
fabric of the law enforcement community. It makes the police stop caring about
enforcing laws. It makes them afraid to
intervene when there’s a chance they’ll
be criminally charged for doing their
jobs. It makes nobody want to grow up
and become a police officer like daddy
or mommy, anymore. And that is a huge
problem.
Right now, most cops wouldn’t advise
anyone they cared about to become a police officer. Be a firefighter instead, they’d
say. With all due respect to firefighters
(my husband was a volunteer for years
before he was a cop), the community
needs law enforcement, in addition to
other emergency services. We need
strong, professional police officers who
are not afraid to enforce our laws and
keep our streets safe. Without the safety
net of a strong law enforcement community, this nation would rapidly fall apart.
Think about it.
Follow Sandy Malone on Twitter:
www.twitter.com/SandyMalone
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Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid Association
PO Box 880034, San Francisco, CA 94188-0034 u Established 1878 u Telephone 415.681.3660
January 16, 2016
The Widows and Orphans Aid Association of the San Francisco Police
Department held its monthly Board
Meeting on Tuesday January 12, 2016.
The meeting was held in San Francisco at
850 Bryant Street, room #150, at 1:45pm.

bership. Trustee Al Luenow seconded
the motion. The motion passed without
objection. Angela Martin and Zachary
McCauliffe were reinstated as members
in good standing.

Roll Call: 2016 President Sally Foster,
Vice President John Centurioni, Treasurer Dean Taylor, Trustees Ray Kane,
Leroy Lindo, James O’Meara, Al Luenow,
and John Keane, and Past President Bob
Mattox were present. Secretary Mark
McDonough was excused.

Trustee Ray Kane made a motion to
suspend member Mary Espinoza who
has not paid her dues. Trustee John
Centurioni seconded the motion. The
motion passed without objection. A Registered letter of suspension will be sent
to Mary Espinoza. I will be responding
to the Police Academy on February 23rd
to sign up the new class of recruits for
membership in the WOAA.

Sally Foster is our new president
for 2016, and the first female president
in the 138-year history of the Widows
and Orphans Aid Association of the
San Francisco Police Department. Congratulations to Sally on behalf of our
entire Board.

Communications and Bills: Trustee
John Keane made a motion to pay the
regular monthly bills. Trustee Leroy
Lindo seconded the motion. The motion
passed without objection. The WOAA
received a $93.00 donation from Combined Charities.

New President Sally Foster would
like to thank outgoing 2015 President
and now 2016 Trustee John Keane for
his outstanding dedication and leadership during a most difficult year for the
WOAA. We incurred a high number of
lost members who passed, and several
complicated issues that extended our
board meeting including but not limited
to our two special projects of rewriting
our Constitution and By-Laws, and an
Actuarial Study to determine how to
keep our organization solvent and afloat
with rising costs, market dips, and increase in member loss. I would also like
to thank John for doing a great job at the
Top. My appreciation also goes out to
all the Board members who gave their
honesty and their all for these projects in
the best interest of this organization. We
do not always agree, but our respect for
each other’s opinion and dedication to
the WOAA produces a very professional
result. There is no lack of leadership with
this Board. I have never been more proud
nor more impressed of my association
with the WOAA Board.

Report of Visiting Committee: No
report this month.

Approval of the Minutes: Vice President John Centurioni made a motion to
approve the minutes from last month’s
meeting. Trustee Ray Kane seconded
the motion. The motion passed without
objection.
Receiving Applications, Suspensions, and Reinstatements: Trustee
John Keane made a motion to reinstate
suspended members Angela Martin and
Zachary McCauliffe who paid their past
dues and fees and reapplied for mem-

E-mail rick@bruceconstruction.com f
or the following free reports:
Remodeling Magazine’s 2015
“Cost versus Value” report.
How much does it cost to remodel a
bathroom in the San Francisco area?
How much does it cost
to remodel a kitchen in
the San Francisco area?
(Things to consider)
Before you hire a contractor.

Report of Trustees: We received a
report of the passing of the following
WOAA members:
Franco Fleming age 55 : Franco
Fleming joined the San Francisco Police
Department on January 30, 1995. Franco
wore star #2165. Franco worked at the following units in his career that lasted just
short of twenty years: Park Police Station
(August 10, 1995), Muni (January 25,
1997), Park Police Station (September 15,
2001), Richmond Police Station (April 27,
2002), Juvenile (October 25, 2003), Special
Investigations (May 29, 2004), Park Police
Station (October 5, 2007), Richmond Police Station (November 30, 2007), Tactical
(December 1, 2007), Homeland Security
(August 9, 2008), Traffic (December 7,
2010), CIS Park (February 2, 2013 to
April 5, 2013) and MTA Muni (May 25,
2013 to March 23, 2015). Franco passed
away on January 16, 2016 from medical
complications. Franco was awarded a
Police Commission Commendation for
services rendered on October 17, 2000,
for his participation in the pursuit and
arrest of wanted Homicide suspects
who fled in their vehicle and fired shots
at officers Jesse Pena and Joseph Juarez.
The initial traffic stop incurred at Mission and 8th streets. The suspects fled
while firing shots at the officers. Officers Steve Maionchi, Carolyn Gassen,
Jennifer Streegan, Anthony Gomes, and
James Petty assisted in the pursuit and
arrest. Lt. Dan McDonagh and Sgt. Mike
Hughes also participated.

Matteo Genna age 90: Matteo Genna
was born on November 30, 1925 in San
Francisco, California to Joseph and Margherita Genna. He was married to Estella
Genna for 55 years who preceded him in
death. Matteo served his country in the
United States Navy as a gunner during
WWII. His previous employment prior
to the San Francisco Police Department
is listed as “Milkman.” Matteo joined
the S.F.P.D. on August 16, 1954. Matteo
was 28 years old and was given star
#1466. Matteo worked at the following
units during his career: Richmond Police Station (September 27, 1954), Co.K
APB (February 24, 1958), Traffic Admin
(April 28, 1969), Personnel (July 10, 1975),
Potrero Police Station (January 22, 1976),
Investigations Bureau (August 1, 1976),
SSB Warrants (January 22, 1978). Matteo was promoted to Q-50 Sergeant on
February 20, 1969 while he was in Traffic.
Matteo was later promoted to Q60 Lieutenant on July 9, 1975 and transferred to
Personnel. Matteo retired with a service
pension on August 23, 1984 after serving
the city of San Francisco for more than
30 years. Matteo loved being around
family and friends and tending to his
garden. He enjoyed good food, travel,
and social events. Matteo is survived
by his daughter Linda D. Gustafson;
daughter and son-in-law Margaret A. &
James V. Gondron; grandson and great
grandchildren.
Ray White age 92: Ray White was
born on March 29, 1923 in Reno, Nevada. Ray grew up in San Francisco and
served his country honorably in WWII
as a member of the United States Army.
Ray enlisted at the age of 17 and was
sent to North Africa and Sicily earning a
Bronze Star and a Purple Heart. In 1945
Ray married the ‘Light of his Life’ Clare,
and together they raised seven children.
His previous occupation prior to the San
Francisco Police Department is listed as
‘Postal Guard.’ Ray joined the S.F.P.D. on
January 6, 1947, and wore star#692. Ray
worked his way up the ranks to Captain
and his work assignment sheet looks a
spilled box of Alphabets. Ray worked
the following assignments: Potrero
Police Station (January 20, 1947, August
18, 1977, and December 25, 1978 his final
assignment), Northern Police Station
(May 5 1947, February 16, 1956, April 28
1976), Park Police Station (September 9,
1954, September 15, 1960), Supervising
Captain’s Office (September 8, 1969),
City Prison (November 3, 1969), Investigations (March 1, 1970, March 15,1974,
June 14, 1978 ), Richmond Police Station
(June 17, 1973), Central Police Station
(September 5, 1976), Pat. H.Q. (September 8, 1977), SSB Records (December 21,
1977), Field Operations (April 4, 1978).
Ray’s final assignment was Potrero
Police Station from December 25, 1978
until his retirement on February 26, 1980.
Ray was promoted to Sergeant on July 2,
1954, to Lieutenant on June 1, 1967, and
to Captain on December 21, 1977. During his career Ray was awarded a First

Grade Meritorious Award of Bravery for
services rendered on May 12, 1949. Sgt.
Phil Kiely, Officers William Bradley, Ray
White, Carl Meilicke, John Caulfield,
and Marvin Markey combined to arrest a suspect who attempted to kill his
mother, and the officers with a ‘butcher
knife’. It was necessary for the Officers
to shoot the suspect. For services rendered on July 13, 1951, Ray was awarded
a Second Grade Award for Bravery.
Ray and his partner Richard Treacy arrested an armed narcotics suspect who
attempted to fire at the officers to aid
his escape. Ray was awarded a Second
Grade Meritorious Award of Bravery
along with Hike Kazarian and William
Roberts for services rendered on August
23, 1957. Ray and his partners arrested an
armed “Holdup Man” after he robbed
a Gas Station. Ray was instrumental
in the founding of the Police Athletic
League that served underprivileged
children throughout the city. Ray and
his family spent many summers along
the Eel River under the Redwoods of
Richardson Grove. Ray and Clare were
able to travel through Europe together
spend time boating in the Delta. Ray
is preceded in death by his loving wife
Clare, and his sister Jean. He is survived
by his children and their spouses: Patricia- Sister Pauline Mary of Jesus OCM,
Suzanne (Richard), Dennis (Sana), Steve
(Colleen), Mary, Margaret (Walter), and
John (Debra).
Report of Special Committee: No
report this month.
New Business: No report this month
Good of the Order: No report this
month
Adjournment: New President Sally
Foster led the WOAA Board in a moment
of silence for all of our fallen members.
President Foster then set our next meeting for Tuesday February 9, 2016. The
meeting will be held at 850 Bryant Street
in room #150 in San Francisco, California
at 1:45pm.
To All Members: Please visit our
website at ‘sfwidowsandorphans.org’
to effect a change of beneficiary. Click
on the upper right side of the tool bar
on ‘resources’ and locate the beneficiary
form. Please print the form, complete it
and have it signed by a Board Member
or a Notary. Please use the form for address and contact number changes that
do not require a signature. We continue
to give our gratitude to retired Captain
Paul Chignell of the POA, David Ng and
Captain Nick Rainsford of Personnel,
and Risa Tom and Sergeant Rachael
Kilshaw of the Police Commission Office who combine to assist us monthly in
locating members, and assisting us with
supportive information for our obituary
section. Ray Shine cleans up my copy
on a regular basis so that you can make
sense of what I write.
Submitted by
Mark J. McDonough
WOAA Secretary

California Contractor’s License #976466

CELL 650.296.0323
rick@bruceconstruction.com
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Deaths

POA Journal
The POA Journal was notified* of the recent deaths
of the following SFPD members, non-sworn employees (n/s), or affiliated persons:

JOSEPH COTLA
89, Retired SFPD
Died: January 20, 2016
Notified by: Ely Reyes

DONALD MATISEK
81, Retired SFPD
Died: January 25, 2016
Notified by: Gloria Matisek

FRANCO FLEMING
54, Active SFPD
Died: January 8, 2016
Notified by: M. Nevin

JOHN E. MCKENNA
86, Retired SFPD
Died: January 15, 2016
Notified by: R. LaPrevotte

MATEO GENNA
90, Retired SFPD
Died: January 10, 2016
Notified by: N. Gondron

WILLIAM P. WALSH
76, Retired SFPD
Died: December 26, 2015
Notified by: S. Walsh

ARVO KANNISTO
97, Retired SFPD
Died: January 20, 2016
Notified by: D. Kannisto

THOMAS G. WOOD
65, Retired SFPD
Died: January 13, 2016
Notified by: C. Bates

RAYMOND PAUL MACAULAY
84, Retired SFPD
Died: January 13, 2016
Notified by: R. LaPrevotte

JOSEPH ZAMAGNI, SR.
69, Retired SFPD
Died: January 5, 2016
Notified by: J. Petrie

ANGELA MARTIN
62, Retired SFPD
Died: January 20, 2016
Notified by: Sam Martin
*Notifications are made by a POA member, family member, or other reliable source. The POA Journal believes the information to be true and correct,
however the staff or employees of the SFPOA make no official confirmation.
Submitting Obituaries and Memorial Tributes
Any member may submit a separate memorial tribute to a deceased member. Any such piece will not appear in the matrix, but will be placed in the
Mail section, or, with prior approval of the editor, as a sidebar piece. The Journal
will also accept and publish in the Mail section short letters about a deceased
member written by a person in the immediate family. However, the Journal
will not reprint obituaries or photos that were published in any other print
media, web site, or Internet blog.
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Franco Fleming
It is with great sadness that the POA
reports the sudden and untimely passing
of Active Member, Officer Franco Fleming #2165. One of the department’s most
popular officers, Franco was assigned to
Muni Response Unit at the time of his
death. He will always be remembered as
a gentleman and an all-around nice guy.
We offer our deepest condolences to
the family and friends of Officer Fleming. He will be missed.
— Martin Halloran
SFPOA President

In Memoriam…
The following San Francisco Police Officers were killed or died
in the line of duty in the month of February of …
1981:

Lieutenant Vernon McDowell, from heart attack.

1978:

Officer Robert E. Hooper, killed by gunfire from
barricaded suspect.

1971:

Officer Charles D. Logasa, killed in helicopter crash.

1970:

Sergeant Brian V. McDonnell, killed in bombing of
Park Police Station.

1943:

Officer Timothy Ryan, shot interceding in a domestic dispute.

1937:

Officer Edward F. Flagler, killed in a motorcycle collision.

1937:

Officer Albert W. Argens, killed with his own gun by a
deranged suspect.

1934:

Officer James H. Mann, beaten while dispersing a brawl
on Market Street.

1884:

Officer John Nicholson, stabbed by a burglar.

Learn more about San Francisco’s Finest who died in the line of duty:
Visit the Officer Down Memorial Page at
www.odmp.org/agency/3445-san-francisco-police-department-california
Read Men of Courage, by Captain Thomas G. Dempsey (retired)

Dallas Police to Offer Cops Training Instead of Minor Discipline
DALLAS, TX – Dallas cops, just like
the people they arrest, don’t want a
record.
Officers with disciplinary infractions
could lose out on desirable jobs and
promotions, or get transferred to worse
duties.
Now, the department will offer cops
a chance at wiping one minor violation
off their record every two years. Some of
the eligible offenses include being late,
missing court and being rude.
To clear the violation, the officer must
attend a one-day class. The classes will
cover broad life topics such as time
management, ethics and emotional
health. The goal is to nip misbehavior
in the bud.
For Police Chief David Brown, the
new protocol, which will start in February, is more constructive and recognizes
that everyone makes mistakes at a time
when police are under “hypercritical”
scrutiny.
“We have to keep cops encouraged,”
Brown said. “Cops risk their lives every
day. For the past two years, our profession has just taken it on the chin. … We
need to give an opportunity to make
yourself whole again.”
The change comes after nearly two
years of negotiations with officer associations. The Dallas Police Association
initially approached commanders about
following the model pioneered by the
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department. That department allows deputies
to be retrained instead of being given
suspensions, which are issued for more
serious violations.

“What we were trying to do was, instead of making the officer turn negative
and turn sour, let’s make it a positive
— let’s retrain him and make a better
officer,” said Mike Mata, a Dallas Police
Association vice president who was
involved in the negotiations.
Suspensions greatly hurt officers,
Mata said, not only by docking their
pay, but also by lowering their seniority,
which could affect their work hours and
their eligibility for a raise.
But Brown said the city attorneys believed the city could be legally liable for
officers not being adequately punished
for serious policy violations. Plus, Brown
said, he didn’t agree with that idea.
“We have to hold officers accountable
when they violate our rules,” Brown
said. “The public’s trust is just too important. When 1 or 2 percent don’t get
held accountable, the rest of us look like
we’re complicit.”
Limiting second chances to those
who commit minor infractions makes
perfect sense to Samuel Walker, a police
accountability expert and a criminal
justice professor at the University of
Nebraska at Omaha.
“You don’t want to diminish the
significance of serious misconduct,”
Walker said. “If it merits a suspension,
that ought to stick.”
Walker said Dallas’ plan sounds like
a “very good idea.” He said it could help
officers improve and keep them from
feeling disgruntled or alienated from
their department, a common issue with
discipline.
“Historically, police discipline has

always been negative — nothing constructive,” Walker said. “The message
should be: You’re a valued employee,
you made a mistake, we’re going to help
you get better.”
Other Dallas officer groups praised
the changes. George Aranda, director
of the Dallas chapter of the National
Latino Law Enforcement Organization,
called the move “a step in the right direction.” He said he would try to persuade
commanders to expand the program
to officers who commit more serious

violations.
Thomas Glover, president of the Black
Police Association, said minor rules are
enforced inconsistently in the department, so it’s only fair to allow officers
with good intentions another chance at
a clean record.
From The Dallas Morning News
The post Dallas Police To Offer Cops
Training Instead Of Minor Discipline appeared first on Labor Relations
Information System

Photo courtesy of Insp. Matt Perez
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Book Reviews
Notorious RBG:
The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg
By Irin Carmon & Shana Knizhnik
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi
Irin Carmon is a national reporter
at MSNBC, where she covers gender,
politics and law. She is also a visiting
fellow at Yale Law School’s Program for
the Study of Reproductive Justice. Previously she was a staff writer at Salon and
Jezebel. Carmon is a 2005 graduate of
Harvard College. Shana Knizhnik is the
creator of the Notorious R.B.G. Tumblr.
(Tumblr is a microblogging platform
and social networking website.) She
graduated cum laude from New York
University School of Law in 2015, and is
currently clerking for Federal Court of
Appeals on the Third Circuit. At NYU,
she was an Articles Editor for the New
York University Law Review and served
on the boards of OUTLaw and the Coalition on Law and Representation.
The two authors are clearly great
admirers of United States Supreme
Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg.
Their book reflects that in many ways,
but none more clearly than in the opening “Authors’ Notes:” “RBG has been
extraordinary all her life, but she never
wanted to be a solo performer. She is
committed to bringing up other women
and underrepresented people, and to
working together with her colleagues
even when it seems impossible. We are
frankly in awe of what we’ve learned
about her, and we’re pretty excited to
share it with you.” In other words, don’t
look for too much criticism of Justice
Bader-Ginsberg in this book.
Ruth Bader was born and grew up
in a low-income, working-class neighborhood of Brooklyn in March of 1933.
Although her mother, Celia, did not attend college she taught Ruth the value
of being independent and obtaining a
good education. The future Supreme
Court Justice clearly learned that lesson
well. She earned her bachelor’s degree
in government from Cornell University,
finishing first in her class. She immediately married a Harvard Law student,
Martin D. Ginsburg. Mr. Ginsburg was
drafted shortly before the birth of their
first child. Following his discharge the
couple returned to Harvard. As a testing
ground, Harvard Law School was ideal
for Ms. Ginsburg as she was one of only

eight females in her class of more than
500. This was an era where even at elite
liberal colleges women were told they
didn’t belong, that they were taking the
places of qualified men. A sign of her
intelligence and determination arose
quickly as she became the first female
member of the Harvard Law Review. Her
husband was diagnosed with testicular
cancer during that year, so Ms. Ginsburg
took notes for him while he was convalescing, attended to their new-born,
and continued her own law studies. Her
husband recovered, graduated and took
a position at a New York law firm. That
required a relocation of the family and
Ms. Ginsburg transferred to Columbia
Law School, where she graduated first
in her class. After a two-year job as a
United States District Judge clerk, she
taught at Rutgers University Law School
and at Columbia, where she became the
school’s first female tenured professor.
During the 1970s she also served as the
director of the Women’s Right’s Project
of the American Civil Liberties Union.
In that position she argued six landmark
cases on gender equality before the U.S.
Supreme Court. After thirteen years on
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia, she was appointed to the
U.S. Supreme Court, the second woman
to have been so appointed at that time.
Although aggressively pressed during
the confirmation hearings about her
social advocacy, she was confirmed 96-3.
She clearly has never sought fame. Fame
has found her. The title of the book, dubbing a Supreme Court Justice in the manner of a rap star, gives the reader a strong
message of just how well-known and
influential Justice Ginsberg has become.
Early chapters offer a clue to Justice
Ginsberg’s thinking. Quoting Martin
Luther King she states: “The arc of the
moral universe is long, but it bends
towards justice.” But then she added
her own words: “if there is a steadfast
commitment to see the task through to
completion.” “Steadfast” is a word that
vies great description of this Justice.
If she didn’t possess such a keen and
analytical mind she would be impressive on her physical stamina alone. At
seventy-years of age she decided to give
up water-skiing. Upon the death of her
husband of 54 years, she missed work at
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her court office for his funeral but was
back the next day.
The book cannot be called a true
biography, coming in at a mere 274
pages, many of which are filled with
photos, newspaper cartoons and several
charts. It is more a biographical sketch,
but a thorough one. Excerpts from her
writings as counsel help the reader see
how she has always been a voice for the
under-represented. Excerpts from her
Supreme Court opinions continue in
the same manner. There is a description of how she and Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor worked together to add a bit
of style to the court. Noting that Chief
Justice Renquist had added gold braid
to his robe, as a personal touch reflecting his fondness for Gilbert & Sullivan
operettas, the two women added more
feminine jabots, those collars worn outside the robe. The most common jabot
Justice Ginsberg wears is one of lace, but
she has many others, including a glassbeaded velvet bib necklace she wears
to present dissents. By the way, this
short discussion of the justices’ robes
was titled RBG’S SWAG, a modern and
informal title for a book dealing with the
Supreme Court.
Justice Ginsburg is currently one of
three women sitting on the U.S. Supreme
Court, something unheard of fifty years
ago. When asked by a reporter when she
thought there would be enough women
on the court, she replied, “when there are
nine.” Why not? For the majority of its
years of existence there were nine men,

so her answer is valid.
She and her husband maintained a
close relationship with the very conservative and gregarious Justice Scalia. This
is a prime example of how collegial the
Justices are in practice, if not in ideology.
Both Justices are big opera fans, both
have strong feelings about family. When
Justice Ginsburg’s husband died, it was
Justice Scalia most visibly emotionally
shaken.
As mentioned before, the book is not
long, nor is it formal or pretentious in
its presentation. Some of the excerpts
of trial proceedings and briefs require
the reader to pay closer attention than
to other parts of the book. It’s not quite
breezy in its tone, but it is an enjoyable way to learn about this important
American. She has resisted attempts by
politicians asking her to step down and
allow President Obama to appoint a
younger justice with like-minded legal
views. She is, as has been noted, steadfast and has survived two brushes with
cancer but continues to be, as described
in this book, energetic and vibrant. We
can all learn something from her life, as
this book demonstrates.

Rogue Lawyer
By John Grisham
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi
John Grisham has over 225 million
books in print, and they have been
translated into 29 languages. Nine of
his approximately 20 novels have been
made into movies. The man needs very
little introduction. Before becoming this
internationally known writer of legal
thrillers Mr. Grisham practiced law in
a small town in Mississippi. He knows
the law and, even more so, how to use
the law and the courtroom to make for
exciting and satisfying thrillers. That
being said, I found this novel different
from what I had read before.
Sebastian Rudd, Mr. Grisham’s new
protagonist, is a lawyer that is very difficult to like. That is, unless you are in
serious trouble and aren’t an upstanding
member of mainstream society. Then,
you are very happy to have him on your
side. Sebastian’s “office” is a customized
van that has a bar, a compartment for a
pistol, WiFi, and is driven by his only
employee, whose name, or at least the
only name the reader has to go by, is
Partner: “… a hulking, heavily armed
guy who wears black suits and takes me
everywhere. Partner is my driver, bodyguard, confidant, paralegal, caddie, and
only friend. I earned his loyalty when a
jury found him not guilty of killing an
undercover narcotics officer. … we have
been inseparable ever since. On at least
two occasions, off-duty cops have tried
to kill him. On one other occasion, they
came after me. We’re still standing.”
Sebastian and Partner are the only two
consistent characters throughout the
book, as this time Mr. Grisham doesn’t
concentrate on just one case. It’s almost
a collection of short stories that follow

a lawyer who is willing to defend some
of the most unpleasant people charged
with crimes: a child molester, a cage
fighter who can’t control himself in
or out of the cage, a mob boss who, if
convicted, is facing death row, a man
accused of shooting at a SWAT team that
mistakenly assaults his home, to name a
few. He must also represent himself as
his ex-wife, also a lawyer, with whom
he shares a child, is constantly charging
him with violations of visiting rights.
I might have stopped reading a group
of stories such as these had it been written by a lesser writer, but Mr. Grisham
can put together action and tragedy
alongside some humor and clever phrasing that made me want to keep reading
to the end. He occasionally makes harsh
observations that have a bit of the sting
of truth to them: “The road to justice is
filled with barriers and land mines, most
of them created by men and women who
claim to be seeking justice.” And: “As a
society, we adhere to the belief in a fair
trial for a person accused of a serious
crime, but some of us struggle when
it comes to the business of providing
a competent lawyer to guarantee said
fair trial. Lawyers like me live with the
question ‘But how do you represent such
scum?’ I offer a quick ‘Someone has to’
as I walk away. Do we really want fair
trials? No, we do not. We want justice,
and quickly. And justice is whatever we
deem it to be on a case-by-case basis.”
Because there are so many different cases and characters in this novel
many of the characters are not very
well fleshed out. But Sebastian Rudd is
very different. He is a very colorful and
intensely interesting protagonist. You
might find him
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Book Reviews
House of the Rising Sun A Holland Family Novel
By James Lee Burke
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi
James Lee Burke is the author of
thirty-four novels and two collections
of short stories. He has twice won the
Edgar Award for best crime novel of the
year and in 2009 the Mystery Writers of
America named him a Grand Master.
Although he is enormously famous
and prolific he is also an outstanding
example of hard work and perseverance:
His novel The Lost Get-Back Boogie was
rejected 111 times over a period of nine
years and, upon its publication by Louisiana State University Press in 1986, was
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. I became
a fan of Mr. Burke in 1988 and remained
an avid reader of his for years as he spun
out many tales from Bayou Teche, Iberia
Parish and New Orleans, starring his
protagonist Dave Robicheaux. But Mr.
Burke began another line of stories that
featured the Holland Family, Billy Bob,
Hackberry, and Weldon, and House of the
Rising Sun is the latest in that line. The
author will be 80-years old this December and he seems to be just as colorful
as ever. I once attended a reading and

question-and-answer presentation of his
and I’m still struck with how much he
loves and reveres our language. All that
being said, this will be the second book
in a row of his that I found disappointing
and frustrating. Mr. Burke has become
a writer in search of some biblical or
mystical truth.
The story goes back and forth in time
from the late 19th Century and the cowboy criminals called “The Hole-in-theWall Gang,” to the early 20th Century
and the battles of Pancho Villa and the
Mexican Revolution. The underlying
principles that drive the story are revenge, contrition and a man’s search for
his son and reconciliation.
Hackberry Holland is a Texas Ranger
who, along with a posse of Rangers, attack a train they believe is filled with
Mexican revolutionaries. Not only is
the attack not completely successful,
the Rangers cause the death of innocent
women and children, what today is often referred to as collateral damage. But
Hack is bothered by these deaths. He
crosses paths with a group of Mexican
Revolutionaries which leads to not only
the deaths of several Revolutionaries but

the destruction of a cache of weapons
and Hack takes with him an ancient relic
that was included with the arms. The
cache belonged to a wealthy Austrian
arms dealer, Arnold Beckman, who
wants the relic back. To convince Hack
to return the relic, Beckman has Hack’s
son Ishmael kidnapped. What that relic
is, and its assigned role in the plot, is
where I began to have trouble with the
book. Beckman claims it was a cup that
Christ drank from. None of the characters seem to question this as unfeasible.
As the novel progresses the personnel
of the novel become more overblown
and outsized than ever, as does the plot.
There are three women characters
that have great importance to the story;
Ruby Dansen, Ishmael’s mother and
Hack’s true love, Beatrice DeMolay, a
brothel madam who is allegedly descended from a knight who brought back
the Shroud of Turin from the Holy Land
and, Maggie Bassett who was once the
lover of The Sundance Kid. To read this
novel to its end, one needs to suspend
one’s disbelief. You must let go of reality
and of realistic expectations. The author,
however, writes the story as though you

should see this as authentic history. He
salts it with real-life characters and historical sights that do exist. And he adds
many beautifully written phrases that
you recognize as true today as they were
a century ago: “Mexico was a necropolis where the quick and the dead were
inextricably linked on opposites sides of
the soil, and always aware of the other.
It was a place where killing was lauded,
and where peasants wore depressions
with their knees in the stone steps of
seventeenth-century cathedrals, and
where the light was harsher and brighter
than it should have been and the colors
were so vivid they jittered when you
looked at them too long.”
The book is 450 pages, and by the time
I finished it felt much longer. If you are
a Burke fan, and millions of people are,
you will see how the writer has changed.
His characters, always flawed and weak,
and always in seek of redemption, are
still intriguing and colorful but I miss
the leaner and more approachable stories
from the Robicheaux series.

Police Union Goes on Attack After LAPD Chief
LOS ANGELES, CA — The union
representing Los Angeles Police Department officers lashed out at Chief Charlie
Beck today, linking his policies to a surge
in crime and calling for hearings at City
Hall on his anti-crime strategies.
The Los Angeles Police Protective
League asked that the City Council’s
Public Safety Committee “immediately
hold public hearings to determine the effectiveness of Chief Beck’s current crime
reducing efforts and what he proposes to
do to reduce the dramatic rise in crime.”
Union officials said there are “dangerously low police patrol staffing levels
that are endangering the residents,
visitors, businesses and police officers
in Los Angeles.”
The police union cited a 20.2 percent
increase in violent crime and a 10.7 percent increase in property crime from
2014 to 2015.
In response, LAPD officials said that
despite the one-year spike, the crime rate
in Los Angeles is still 21 percent lower
than a decade ago, with about one-third
fewer homicides than a peak of 1,094
murders in 1992.
LAPD officials blamed the crime
spike on the possible effects of Proposition 47, which reduced penalties for some
offenses even though treatment services
have yet to be made available.
Changes in the way aggravated
assaults are reported, more domestic
violence victims coming forward and
the rise in homelessness could also have
contributed to the higher crime rates,
LAPD officials said.
LAPD officials said they have implemented various “proven strategies” to
fight crime more effectively, such as
the expansion of a team of officers at
the Metro division that can be “flexibly

deployed to rapidly respond to crime
spikes” and the doubling of zones served
by city’s gang prevention and intervention programs.
Such measures “have not only reduced the much higher crime rates of
past years but have shown positive
results in the last quarter of 2015 and
the initial weeks of this year,” LAPD
officials said.
Relations between the chief and the

“LAPD officials
blamed the crime
spike on the
possible effects of
Proposition 47…”
union were strained when Beck called
last week for charges to be filed against
LAPD Officer Clifford Proctor for the
May 5 shooting death in Venice of an
unarmed homeless man named Brendon
Glenn.
“I don’t do this lightly and in the vast
majority of the time, as you well know,
I stand up for you, regardless of public
opinion,” the chief told officers in a
video. “But in this case, I had to call it
like I saw it. I had to do the right thing.”
Police union officials accused the
chief of flagging in the face of political
and public pressure. The union’s Jaime
McBride said that by making public his
recommendation to charge Proctor, Beck
engaged in “nothing short of political
grandstanding” to curry favor with
department critics.

Officers, he said, have “lost any and
all confidence” in his ability to lead the
LAPD.
“He would be delusional to believe
otherwise,” McBride said in a statement
last week.
Councilman Mitch Englander, who
chairs the council’s Public Safety Committee, said he “fully supports” the
union’s request that he hold a hearing.
He said he has heard complaints from
officers who say they are “being run thin
right now.”
“We have just as many officers right
now in the police department as we did
when we had the lowest crime a couple
years ago and yet the crime is spiking,”
he said. “The economy has improved,
yet the crime is spiking.”
Englander said he plans to introduce
a motion Friday calling for a special
Public Safety Committee meeting on
the issue. During the hearing, police
union officials will be “at the table” with
police department officials “to share
problems, questions and suggestions
moving forward to address this crime
spike,” he said.
Englander said that while he believes

deployment practices, initiatives and
day-to-day department practices should
be left up to the police chief, elected
officials on the City Council have a responsibility to ask questions about them.
Englander said that like the LAPPL,
he also has “deep concerns over the
recent crime spikes and how the department may or may not be addressing
those.”
“I certainly have a lot of questions
… as we start going into next year’s
budget,” which will include discussions
about “how we’re going to deploy our
limited resources toward law enforcement to make a better impact,” he said.
He noted that one of the current crime
reduction strategies — moving 200 officers to a centralized Metro division so
they can later be deployed to areas with
the most crime — “doesn’t appear to
have made a big impact” and there are
questions about whether the practice
could deplete patrol resources.
From Patch.com
The post Police Union Goes On Attack
After LAPD Chief appeared first on Labor
Relations Information System.
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News from the Credit Union
By Al Casciato
Q: Is it true that at Patelco Credit
Union shared branching locations, I can
now only access my SFPCU accounts via
self-service ATM, rather than working
with a person? Will this also happen at
other credit unions with shared branching locations?
A: The Credit Union was notified in
December, 2015 that beginning January
1st, 2016, all Patelco locations would offer shared branching access exclusively
via self-service ATMs, which requires
a one-time enrollment process at the
ATM. We were assured that Patelco staff
would be on hand to provide assistance
to non-Patelco members to assist with
this enrollment process.
SFPCU informed members of this
change in the quarterly APB newsletter
in January, but in case you didn’t see
it, here’s the information you’ll need to
provide during the first-time enrollment
process. You will only need to enter this
information into the ATM once.
• Select “Guest Services”
• Select the Credit Union name (SF
Police Credit Union)
• Enter your member account number
• Swipe your SFPCU debit or credit
card or any ID card/driver’s license
that has a magnetic stripe and has the
same name as what is on your SFPCU
credit union account.
• Answer challenge questions
• Establish a PIN (Personal Identification Number)
While there has been speculation
that other credit unions with shared
branching locations could also transition to self-service ATMs in the future,
this has not been confirmed by CO-OP,
our debit card processor. We will immediately communicate any updates to
our members. To view a video on how
to enroll at a self-service ATM, please
visit our website at www.sfpcu.org/
sharedbranching.
Q : What is SFPCU’s strategy for
adopting and offering new technologies
to its members?
A: We recognize that to provide the
best member experience possible, it is
critical to offer easy and convenient
24/7 account access. While we strive
to provide our members with the latest
technology available, as a mid-sized,
member-owned financial cooperative,
we must be prudent in how quickly we
purchase and rollout a new technology. We are committed to being a “fast
follower” in this area, meaning we put
careful consideration into thoroughly
analyzing the costs, benefits and risks involved before purchasing and rolling out
new online tools and services. We continually evaluate new online products
and services to ensure they are secure,

provide member value, and have been
widely adopted and thoroughly tested in
the financial marketplace. As mentioned
previously, we are excited to offer Apple
Pay later this year. We will make an announcement as soon as it is available to
our mobile banking members!
Current Promotions
Cruise into Savings Personal
Loan promotion
With the holidays over, now is a great
time to consolidate your debt, simplify
repayment and for a limited time, enjoy
a cruise adventure! Open an SFPCU
Personal Loan for $10,000 or more and
receive a 5-day/4-night cruise certificate
for two to Mexico, the Bahamas or Western Caribbean. This is a limited time
offer. Terms and conditions apply. For
details and restrictions, visit the website
at www.sfpcu.org.
Upcoming Events
Don’t Miss Our Pre-Owned Car
Sale, February 27-28, 2016
The sale will be held at SafeAmerica
CU, located at 6001 Gibraltar Drive,
Pleasanton, CA 94588.
Saturday: 9 am–5 pm Sunday: 10
am–5 pm
A large selection of used vehicles will
be available: Imports, Domestics, Luxury
Vehicles, SUVs, Minivans and trucks.
Take care of your financing before the
sale by getting pre-approved now — apply at our website at www.sfpc.org
Give Us Your Feedback:
If you have feedback about any matter at the Credit Union, please send a
note by going to www.sfpcu.org/contactform. If you have a specific concern, the
credit union encourages you to work
with branch or call center staff who can
answer questions and promptly resolve
issues or escalate an issue to the appropriate department or individual for
assistance. You can also post a message
on SFPCU’s Facebook page at https://
www.facebook.com/SFPoliceCreditUnion/. Have something you’d like to
see in this column? You can contact me
at alcasciato@stisia.com.
Membership: Credit Union membership is open to most first responders, selected support personnel, and their family members in the 9 Bay Area counties.
To see a full list of eligible membership
criteria, visit www.sfpcu.org. Growing the
membership helps the CU provide the
very best products and services.
Al Casciato is a retired SFPD Captain,
past POA President and Retirement Board
President who was elected to the Credit
Union Board of Directors in February of
2014. He currently serves as The Board
Vice-Chairman and can be contacted at
alcasciato@stisia.com. Suggestion: Cut this
Column out and tape inside the pantry door
as reference for the entire household.
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456 News
By Greg Corrales
The week of 14 February each year
is “National Salute to Veteran Patients.”
The purpose of the National Salute to
Veterans Patients Program is to:
• Pay tribute and express appreciation
to veterans;
• Increase community awareness of the
role of the VA medical center;
• Encourage citizens to visit hospitalized veterans and to become involved
as volunteers.
The week of 14 February is the public’s opportunity to say thank you to a
special group of men and women —
more than 98,000 veterans of the U.S.
armed services — who are cared for
every day in Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) medical centers, outpatient
clinics and nursing homes. During the
National Salute, VA invites individuals,
veterans’ groups, military personnel,
civic organizations, businesses, schools,
local media, celebrities and sports stars
to participate in a variety of activities at
the VA Medical centers. San Francisco’s
VA Medical Center is Fort Miley, located
at 4150 Clement Street. Consider visiting
the hospitalized veterans.
As we know, crime does not pay! It
also can’t outrun a group of Marines,
even if they are decked out in dress
blues. That’s the lesson three cell phone
thieves learned Dec. 22 when they
targeted victims at a mall in Westland,
Michigan, about 20 miles west of Detroit,
reported Lance M. Bacon in Military
Times. What the trio of truculent thugs
didn’t know was that three local Marines, home for temporary recruiting
duty, were there working. The leathernecks were heading out when they saw
three surly scoundrels burst out of the
mall. A teenage girl screamed that the
louts had stolen something from her.
She later told police that they had surrounded her and taken her cell phone.
Without hesitation, the Marines gave
chase through the parking lot and across
a busy intersection filled with Christmas
traffic. Though the teenage suspects got
off to a fast and early start, they were
no match for the Marines. Two suspects
soon realized their effort was futile and
gave up without a fight. The Marines
surrounded them in a shopping center
parking lot about 500 yards from the spot
the chase started. The third suspect decided to press his luck, but was nabbed
by a police officer. The nefarious ne’erdo-wells were found to be in possession
of three other stolen cell phones.
While the effort garnered the cheer
of onlookers, the trio was humble in
describing the events to Marine Corps
Times. “I always try to do the right
thing,” said Pfc. Ryan Delaca, a machine
gunner with 2nd Battalion, 8th Marines.
“That’s what Marines do.” Private Alex
Berezansky said he was “raised to do the
right thing and help those who can’t help
themselves.” He also spoke of the Marine
Corps core values: honor, courage and
commitment.
The Marines’ response was proof
that they’ve been trained to react to the
unknown, said Staff Sgt. Randal Nelson,
a Michigan-based recruiter. “We stress
to these guys to be prepared for any
situation, especially in a day and age
when our enemy isn’t always wearing a
uniform,” He said. “Whether it is a small

petty theft or something on a bigger
scale, we make sure their head is already
on a swivel and they are prepared for
any situation.”
Speaking of heroes, Charlotte Heffelmire is a real superhero. The 19-yearold Virginian was home on leave from
the U.S. Air Force Academy when she
heard a loud crash in the garage. She
rushed in and found her father pinned
under a truck he’d been working on,
and saw that gasoline had spilled
around him and caught fire. Charlotte
— 5-foot-6 and 120 pounds — somehow
lifted the burning truck off her dad
and pulled him free. Realizing that the
vehicle could explode, she then jumped
behind the wheel and drove it away
from the family home. “I just did what
I had to do,” Charlotte said. “I don’t feel
like a hero.”
The Week reported that a year ago,
Chris Dempsey, a former Marine,
overheard a coworker talking about a
cousin in desperate need of a liver donor.
Without hesitation Dempsey, who now
works for Village of Frankfort, Ill., got
tested and donated more than half of his
liver to save the life of Heather Krueger,
whom he’d never met. The pair grew
close in the weeks leading up to the surgery and during their grueling recovery,
and last month they got engaged. “We
share a special bond,” said Krueger. “It’s
not only the organ donation, but how
much he was there for me through the
worst time in my life.”
The Air Force Academy is looking at
whether God has a place on the football
field after an advocacy group complained about the Falcons holding hands
and praying in the end zone before
games. The academy is looking into the
matter, but not everyone is opposed to
the football team praying in public, said
academy spokesman Meade Warthen.
“The Air Force Academy Inspector General opened a third-party complaint and
referred the issue to the athletic department for an informal inquiry,” Warthen
said in an email to Air Force Times.
“Friday morning [Dec. 4] we received an
opposing viewpoint requesting cadets
continue to be afforded the right to pray.
Thus we are being prudent and deliberate in our review of this issue.”
The Military Religious Freedom
Foundation, a group that opposes proselytizing in the military, complained
about the Air Force Academy football
team praying after its Nov. 28 game
against the University of New Mexico.
“This end zone praying is just another
territorial conquest of the religious
right,” said MRFF founder and president
Mikey Weinstein. The Military Religious
Freedom Foundation currently represents 144 Air Force Academy cadets,
faculty and staff, including five players on the current football team, said
Weinstein.
The San Francisco Police-Fire Post
meets on the second Tuesday of every
month. Our next meeting will be on
February 9, 2016. We meet at the Park
Station community room. Meetings start
at 1600 hours. All veterans with a law enforcement or firefighter background are
welcome. Questions should be directed
to Post Adjutant Greg Corrales at (415)
759-1076 or at gc1207@comcast.net.
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The Myth Of The Killer-Cop ‘Epidemic’
From the New York Post
By Michael Walsh
January 2, 2016
Forwarded to the Journal
by Rene LaPrevotte
To hear the media tell it, America is
in the grip of an unprecedented crime
wave, an orgy of wanton murder in
which heavily armed thugs randomly
gun down innocent unarmed people,
some of them teens, just for sport.
Except that these homicidal goons are
wearing the blues and badges of American police departments.
It’s the narrative that’s given rise to
the protest movement Black Lives Matter
and to a growing public mistrust of the
police in general. From Michael Brown
in Ferguson, Mo., to the recent shooting
of a middle-aged woman and a teen in
Chicago, the body count seemingly keeps
rising, exacerbating racial tensions and
keeping the nation on edge. And each
incident is breathlessly reported by a
media determined to show that America
remains deeply, irredeemably racist.
Problem is, it’s simply not true.
Last week, the Washington Post
published a study of the police shootings that took place in 2015. Likely they

intended the story to be shocking — as
on Dec. 24, 965 people were killed by police! Instead, the report quells the notion
that trigger-happy cops are out hunting
for civilian victims, especially AfricanAmericans. Among its key findings:
White cops shooting unarmed black
men accounted for less than 4 percent of
fatal police shootings.
• In three-quarters of the incidents,
cops were either under attack themselves or defending civilians. In other
words, doing their jobs.
• The majority of those killed were
brandishing weapons, suicidal or
mentally troubled or bolted when
ordered to surrender.
• Nearly a third of police shootings
resulted from car chases that began
with a minor traffic stop.
The moral of this story is: Don’t point
a gun at the cops and don’t run when
they tell you stop, and you’re likely to
survive. Since the population of the US
is about 318 million people, a thousand
deaths at the hands of police works out
to 1 in 318,000. You have a better chance
of being killed in a violent storm (1 in
68,000) or slipping in the tub (1 in 11,500)
than being shot by a cop, no matter what
color you are.

But even these figures are deceptive.
On those 965 killed, only 90 were unarmed, and the majority of those were
white. (And that doesn’t take into account other extenuating circumstances
besides a weapon that would have
caused a police officer to fire.)
Still, the “killer cop” narrative refuses to die, and the Washington Post
decided to throw fuel on the racial fire
with context-free statements like these:
“Although black men make up only 6
percent of the US population, they account for 40 percent of the unarmed men
shot to death by police this year.”
This ignores the fact that black violent-crime rates are far higher than those
of whites. According to the Department
of Justice, blacks committed 52.5 percent
of the murders in America from 1980 to
2008, when they represented 12.6 percent of the population.
This certainly does not excuse cases
of police misconduct. Bad cops should
be investigated and tried. The death
of Walter Scott in South Carolina last
spring — shot in the back while fleeing
a white police officer after a routine traffic stop — resulted in the indictment of

the cop, who is now awaiting trial. And
the killing of Quintonio LeGrier and
Bettie Jones in Chicago on Dec. 26, after
the troubled LeGrier allegedly became
“combative” with officers, cries out for
further investigation.
But these incidents don’t prove that
the “real problem” is cops. This isn’t an
“epidemic.” And it isn’t racist to suggest
that some perspective is warranted here.
Yet, encouraged by liberal politicians,
the rhetoric of protesters has become
more heated, poisoning relations between local police and the folks they
serve. Most tragically, it’s resulted in the
murders of police officers, such as NYPD
Officers Wenjian Liu and Rafael Ramos,
killed in a Brooklyn ambush just over a
year ago.
Against the numbers cited by the
Washington Post, what about this one:
The worst neighborhoods in Chicago —
say, West Garfield Park, where gangs run
rampant — have a higher murder rate
(116.7 per 100,000) than world murder
capitals like Honduras (90.4).
But no, best not to mention. That only
distracts from the real problem — the
cops trying to stop it.

Chicago Told To Destroy
Police Disciplinary Records
Dating Back To ’60s
CHICAGO, IL — A labor arbitrator
has said the city must destroy Chicago
police disciplinary records dating back
decades, the latest blow to activists’ attempts to get access to misconduct files
from as far back as the late 1960s.
A ruling issued Tuesday in a labor
grievance case between the city and the
Fraternal Order of Police states the city’s
contract with its largest police union
requires it to destroy most disciplinary
records four years after complaints are
filed.
Arbitrator George Roumell Jr. ordered
the city to begin negotiations with the
FOP on which records were due for
destruction — files in pending lawsuits
would be exempted — and said he
would issue a final order in mid-April.
Monday, State Rep. La Shawn Ford,
D-Chicago, said he planned to introduce
legislation that would require police
departments across the state to keep all
disciplinary files permanently, a move
he said would pre-empt any union
contract.
Craig Futterman, a University of
Chicago Law School professor who has
joined litigation seeking to make the
decades of disciplinary records public,
said Friday he was concerned that the
ruling leaves just a few months before
a court-ordered “bonfire” of data that
could be used as the Chicago Police
Department makes reforms in the aftermath of the Laquan McDonald shooting
and a looming federal investigation of
the department.
“I thought the order couldn’t be more
clear: the end game is within the next
couple months the city is to see that all
those records are destroyed,” Futterman said.
City officials have testified they
maintain more than 3,600 boxes of investigative files and several computer
databases, holding police disciplinary
records dating back to 1967.

Lawyers for the unions have said that
the city has held onto records even when
officers were cleared of misconduct allegations, and that entries in the files often
are inaccurate. City attorneys have argued that union lawyers have been aware
since the 1990s that records have been
kept in defiance of the contract, and that
the city needs to keep the files intact as
a hedge against lawsuits against officers.
The union filed a grievance over the
files in 2012, following a changeover in
FOP leadership and around the time
activists filed a public records request
seeking access to the files.
“The City of Chicago opposes the destruction of police disciplinary records,”
Law Department spokesman Bill McCaffrey said in an email. “Our longstanding
position is that these records have an
administrative and legal purpose that
warrants preservation, and we will continue our legal efforts to maintain and
preserve these records.”
A spokesman for the FOP declined
comment Friday afternoon.
The ruling in favor of the FOP comes
after an arbitrator in December ruled in
favor of smaller unions representing police sergeants, lieutenants and captains,
finding their contracts mandated the
city “purge” similar records from city
computer databases. The city still has
several days to file an appeal in that case,
and has several weeks to file an appeal
of the ruling in the FOP case.
A Cook County judge in a separate
case involving public records requests by
the Sun-Times and community activists
for the disciplinary files has said the city
must notify the court two weeks before
moving to destroy any records.
From The Chicago Sun-Times
The post Chicago Told To Destroy Police
Disciplinary Records Dating Back To ‘60s
appeared first on Labor Relations
Information System.

Like Us
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Propositions 60/90 (Transfer of Base Year Value)

Shifting Property Tax Base
and Exclusions from Reappraisal
By Keith Rockmael
An older gentleman approached me
the other day about his desire to move
and downsize out of San Francisco to
down near Daly City where his son lives.
His main concern centered on not how
much he could sell his house for or the
low inventory in the northern part of
the Peninsula but rather how much his
property tax bill would skyrocket if he
purchased a new home.
Fortunately, people at least 55 years
of age can benefit from Propositions 60
and 90. Proposition 60 allows transfers of
base year values within the same county
(intracounty). Proposition 90 allows
transfers from one county to another
county in California (intercounty) and
it is the discretion of each county to authorize such transfers. As of November
20, 2014, only ten counties have passed
an ordinance authorizing intercounty
transfers; however, the California State
Board of Equalization recommends that
you call your local assessor for verification as it could change at any time.
Thankfully for the San Francisco
based homeowner, his desire to move
to San Mateo county could work as
San Mateo county represents one of
the counties that accepts transfers. His
desire to move to a smaller, less pricey

condo (the replacement property) from
his larger and higher value single family
home would also fulfill another requirement. The replacement property must be
of equal or lesser “current market value”
than the original property.
As of November 20, 2014, the following ten counties in California have an
ordinance enabling the intercounty base
year value transfer:
Alameda
Los Angeles
Riverside
San Diego
Santa Clara
El Dorado
Orange
San Bernardino
San Mateo
Ventura
As mentioned previously, the counties listed above are subject to change.
The intricacies and guidelines of
these two propositions cannot be fully
addressed in the scope of this article. For
people who would like further information or have more detailed questions feel
free to contact me directly.
Editor’s Note: Keith Rockmael is not a tax
expert. He is a POA and real estate advocate
and agent. He can be reached by email at
keith@resourcerock.com
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SFPD Boasting of Most Comprehensive
Super Bowl Security Ever!
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Sports
By Nick Shihadeh,
Journal Sports Editor

Stadium as well as Yankee Stadium.
We look forward to playing in the next
tourney tentatively scheduled for Friday,
Feb. 12th so please wish the team luck.

Seals Softball Starts Out Strong

C

HECK IT OUT: The SFPD Seals
softball team entered their first
tournament of the season on Friday Jan. 22nd at the famous Big League
Dreams softball complex in Manteca,
CA. They didn’t do too badly while
taking 2nd place in a field of 12 tough
Northern California law enforcement
teams. After a slow start in games early
in the day, the Seals would fight their
way to the championship only to run out
of steam, which lead to defeat.
With heavy rain taking place through
out the week in the Bay Area (and
around most of Northern and Central
California) and more forecasted for that
Friday as well, it didn’t look good for the
tournament taking place. Fortunately,
Big League Dreams have turf infields
and fantastic drainage in the outfields
of natural grass (3 inches per hour). The
games would go on despite it raining off
and on throughout the day,
This was a good thing as it felt great

Bocce Ball in North Beach
Speaking of the Seals, a fundraiser is
taking place for the team in the form of
a bocce ball tournament put on by Kevin
Worrell on Sunday Feb. 28th from 8am to
5 pm. It›s being held at the Joe DiMaggio
Playground Bocce Courts at 651 Lom-

Hoops Wrap-Up
By Steve Coleman
being able to play ball during this wet El
Nino winter, as I was a lucky participant
for the Seals that day. Other department
members who played that day included
Mike Alexander, Kevin Brugaletta,
Dennis “Doc” O’Connor, Will “Billy
Backpack” Palladino, Ray Biagini,
Jesse Montero, and Eric “B-Snatch”
Barrenche. The team had a good run
and enjoyed playing at the replica Tiger

North Beach Bocce Tournament
Sunday February 28
8 am–5 pm
Joe DiMaggio Playground
Bocce Courts

Teams: 4 or 5 players per team
$200 per team
Double elimination
Coffee, pastries and dinner included
First 14 teams entered and paid
First Place Prizes
Contact Kevin Worrell — krw1583@yahoo.com
Fundraiser for SFPD Seals Softball Team

With less than a month remaining in
the regular season, the Mission Diablos
stand alone in first place with the undefeated record of 5-0. The Diablos are
almost a lock to secure the number one
seed for this season’s postseason tournament. Craig Tiffe is pushing all the right
buttons for his squad by mixing in some
youthful energetic players with older experienced players. I’ve watched this team
play a few times this year, and they’ll be
a difficult matchup for whoever is slotted
to play against them come playoff time.
On the flip side, the Northern Bulldogs have been struggling all season and
everyone’s wondering what’s happened.
The most dominate and feared team for
about five years, the Bulldogs have been
struggling and have only one win to
date. Teams in the league are taking this
opportunity to get some payback after
being bullied around for years.
The Ingleside Iguanas have quietly
put together a nice season so far. They
currently sit in third place and their two
losses have been by a basket. In a recent
game, Ingleside had only four players to
start a game against the Tenderloin Rats.
The Rats, being good sports, loaned Wil
Elief to Ingleside for the game so there
could be five players for both teams.
That decision backfired for the Rats as
Wil played an outstanding game. After
watching Elief throw an “alley oop” lob
to Nate Chew, it appeared like they’d
been playing together for years.
The defending champions Taraval
Titans have struggled getting into a
good rhythm. They have some talented
players, but need to show up to games or
else it could mean an early playoff exit.

bard St between Mason and Powell in
The City. Teams of 4 or 5 can participate
for a $200 entry fee and department
members are encouraged to include their
families. Retirees are also encouraged to
come out that day. Anyone interested can
contact Worrell at Central Station on day
watch, or email him at krw1583@yahoo.
com. For more information, check out
the flyer for the event in this same sports
section; otherwise, hope to see you there.
That’s all for now....stay well and

SFPD Basketball
League Standings
Through 1-25-16
TEAMS
Mission
Central
Bayview
Ingleside
Southern
Major Crimes
Taraval
Tenderloin
Northern
Daly City

RECORD
5-0
4-1
3-2
3-2
3-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
1-4
0-5

GB
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
5

The Bayview Pitbulls are surprisingly
tied for third place, after losing some
very talented players since last year. Erik
Solares has his squad playing unselfish
basketball and smart defense as this
undersized squad competes in every
game. The Tenderloin Rats, Central Diners, Southern Bee’s, and Major Crimes all
have outstanding players and will each
be a tough matchup when the playoffs
get under way.
There’s been a good vibe to this
season›s basketball league. All of the
players have had positive attitudes and
have played their hearts out, competing
to the final horn of every game; also,
it’s been great meeting some of the new
young members of the SFPD. Thanks
to everyone for being flexible the last
couple of weeks while we moved our
games to Palega Gym during the painting of St. Mary’s. Good luck to all of the
teams during the month of February as
everyone jockeys for playoff position.
Only the top eight teams make the playoffs, which means two will have an early
exit. Keep having fun and playing hard!

Realize Your
Full Potential In Your
Next Interview
Coaching for promotional exams:
individuals and study groups

Gloria Cohn
650.906.4155
gcohn@gloriacohnconsulting.com
www.gloriacohnconsulting.com
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The
Loons Nest
Report
By Ed Garcia, SFPD Retired
Jim Ahern Victorious
in Holiday Classic
The Loons Nest Golf Club brought
its 29th season to a conclusion with our
Holiday Classic event played December
28th in Napa Valley. The site was the
Eagle Vines Golf Club and vineyards.
This is a long track that played tough
with soft fairways, which was the result
of recent rains.

Jim Ahern, Champion
The tournament commenced with a
shotgun start at 0930 hrs. and a temperature of 38 degrees. The skies were very
clear and luckily there was very little
wind on the day. The mercury climbed
to a high of 46 degrees, resulting in limited ball flight and very little roll.
The front nine holes at Eagle Vines is a
par 37 and nobody posted a score under
40 on that side. This was the first time
in Loon tournament history that a 9 hole
side was played without a score under
40. The front side leader on the day was
Jim Ahern, who birdied the 9th hole to
post a score of 41. Bruce Lorin was one
stroke behind Jim at 42 stroke. There was
a four way log jam for 3rd at 44 strokes
that included Joe Finigan, Al Honniball,
Marty Kilgariff and Dean Taylor.
Jim Ahern moved into the back nine
with a birdie on the 12th hole, that was
followed shortly thereafter by a second
birdie on the 17th. Jim fired a one over
par side of 36 strokes on the back 9 for
a total score of 77, which included three
birdies.
Ed Anzore and Matt Hanley made

strong charges from the middle of the
pack on the back side. Anzore lit up the
back nine with birdies on the 12th and
14th holes, en route to a back side score
of 37 and a total of 83 strokes for the day.
Matt Hanley picked up a birdie on the
challenging 15th hole and posted a back
side score of 39 and a total of 87 strokes
for the day.
Bruce Lorin played very consistently
on the day with scores of 42 on both sides
for a score of 84 on the day. Ahern was
the only player on the day to break eighty,
as he took the title of Holiday Champion
with his score of 77. Ed Anzore took second low gross in the first flight followed
by Bruce Lorin in third place.
Al Honniball took 1st low net in the
first flight with a net score of 70. Al
played consistent golf, suffering only
two double bogeys on the day, which
was an accomplishment under the
tough conditions. Matt Hanley’s fine
performance on the back nine brought
him into 2nd place low net in the flight.
Joe Fontana, son of Loon veteran Dave
Fontana took 3rd low net with a score of
76. This was Joe’s first Loon event.
In second flight low gross play, Marty
Kilgariff set the pace with consistent
sides of 44, giving him a total of 88
strokes and a four stroke victory over
Eric Jonsson at 92. Eric was in the hunt
until he suffered back to back triple bogies on the 12th and 13th holes.
There was a battle for 3rd between
Mark Porto and Jim Dudley. Porto had
a four stroke advantage at the turn, but
gave it away with a quadruple bogie on
the 12th hole. Dudley had an advantage
going into the 17th hole, but suffered
a quadruple bogie of his own on the
17th. Dudley’s 17th hole disaster put
Porto two up with one hole left. Dudley
picked up one stroke on the 18th, but it
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was not enough, as Jim finished with a
97 to Mark’s 96. Porto was awarded 3rd
low gross in the flight.
Second flight low net was a tight
three-way battle between Joe Finigan,
Mike Biel and Chuck Simpson. As the
players moved into the 17th hole, Simpson had a three stroke lead, but suffered
triple bogies on the 17 and 18th holes.
Biel was hit with a quadruple bogie on
the 17th, as the 17th hole produced a
great deal of pain for many Loons in
the course of the event. Finigan finished
with bogies and a net score of 73 and
1st place low net. Biel finished with a
net score of 74 and 2nd place. Simpson’s
score of 75 left in third place.
Simpson has been playing some very
competitive golf, as he has finished in the
money in three of his last four events.
The Long Drive winner on the day was
Ed Anzore, as he continues to swing
his Cobra driver with great force and
accuracy.
In “close to the hole” action, Bob Byrne had the shot of the day. Bob left his
tee shot on the 14th hole three feet, four
inches from the cup. The other first place
winners were Jim Moliniari, Ed Anzore
and Eric Jonsson. The second place winners were Jim Taylor, Ed Garcia, Steve
Roche and Ed Anzore.
It is now time to start planning our
30th season of golf competition. This
season we made two trips to Napa
Valley, playing Chardonnay and Eagle
Vines. The future will probably see
more trips to these two destinations. We
will start the 30th season with our Two
Man Championship at Peacock Gap in
February.

2015 Season in Review
Two Man Championship
San Geronimo Golf Club
Hanley & Siebert 64
Spring Championship
at Monterey Bayonet GC
& Rancho Canada, East Course
Tony Morales 154
Summer Classic
Oakmont Golf Club
Bruce Lorin 76
Club Championship
Chardonnay Golf Club
Dan Faulkner 71
Memorial Tournament
Monarch Bay GC
Dave Kranci 77
Holiday Classic
Eagle Vines Golf Club
Jim Ahern 77

Loons Nest Scoreboard
Eagle Vines GC
Player
Gross
Ahern
77
Anzore
83
Lorin
84
Honniball
86
Brophy
87
Hanley
87
Garcia
88
Kilgariff
88
Iacopetti
89
Vernengo
89
Finigan
90
Morimoto
90
Taylor, D.
90
Wyman
90
Fontana, J.
91
Byrne
92
Jonsson
92
Porto
96
Dudley
97
O’Shea
97
Molinari
98
Smith
98
Beil
99
Roche
99
Taylor, J.
100
Fontana, D.
101
Landini
101
Simpson
101
Balestreri
102
Gulbengay
102
Palmer
102
Tapang
102
Wismer
102
Meixner
103
Schmolke, John 103
Sheehan
103
Callo
104
Roth
105
Sullivan
106
Flynn
110
Schmolke, Jon 115
Dawydiak
118

Net
65
79
78
70
78
73
77
70
79
81
73
84
79
77
76
86
75
78
77
78
83
75
74
77
88
85
84
75
82
80
88
80
84
81
91
76
83
83
91
84
91
90

Long Drive Winner
Ed Anzore 273 yards
Close to Hole Winners
Hole #3
1st
Molinari
4’7”
2nd Taylor, J.
17’2”
Hole # 5
1st
Anzore
6’
2nd Garcia
11’
Hole #14
1st
Byrne
3’4”
2nd Anzore
9’8”
Hole # 16
1st
Jonnson
22’10”
2nd Roche
27’8”

Attention: San Francisco Police Officer Boxers and Boxing Enthusiasts:
You are invited to compete — or volunteer to facilitate — in one of the largest Public Safety Athletic Events to be held in San Francisco in 2016.
The rules any regulations for the bouts are on our website at unitedcombatassociaton.com.
On July 30, 2016, the United Combat Association is hosting the best fighters
in public safety from the following agencies:
New York Police Department
Los Angeles Police Department
California Highway Patrol
Santa Clara Sheriff’s Department
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
We want to show the boxers a great time while they are in San Francisco. Here are some suggestions on how you may be able to assist:
Volunteers that can be assigned to the out of state teams? The volunteers would be picking up and
dropping off the boxers from the airport and the hotel. The volunteers would also be providing them
with transportation to entertainment venues, a Giants game, dinner, and a tour of the city.
Do you know anyone who can volunteer his or her time for the event itself?
A portion of the proceeds will benefit the Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid Association of the San Francisco Police Department.
To volunteer, participate, or get more information, phone East Bay Regional Parks Officer David Bermudez at 925-848-4518
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Classified Ads
Automobile For Sale
1989 560SL MERCEDES. Beautiful Red Convertible with hard and soft tops, Excellent
Condition runs beautifully; includes ceiling
mount electric hydraulic lift for removing
hardtop; has Sirius radio with high end Pioneer sound system and speakers, Automatic
Transmission, Air Conditioning, Air Bags,
110K miles, All maintenance records, Tan
interior with Leather and Wood. Priced at
$7999. For additional details contact Linda
Bartlett at 415-505-0466.
2008 BMW 128I IS STILL FOR SALE. However, the car is obviously a classic, a collector
item and is sought after by many well heeled
buyers. The price is now $1.5 million, or a
negotiated portion of your pension. Contact
Rob Kobold at the Academy”.
2001 MERCEDEZ BENZ, CLK 430, V-8,
clear title asking price $7500. Contact Tony
415-240-0203.

Boat For Sale
2002 -18.5FT SEARAY 182 MERCRUISER.
Perfect for skiing or fishing. Brilliant condition, less than 100 hrs, always garaged.
Inboard/Outboard 4.3L Mercury 6 cyl (190
HP) Tinted/curved glass w/walk-through to
open bow Bimini top w/boot & vertical storage DVD player, fish finder SeaRay Trailer,
folding tongue, Photos upon request, $15,000
Call Steve @ 510-589-1944

For Sale
GREAT SEATS…GREAT DEAL. 49er Seat
License for sale. Make an offer, will accept
any reasonable offer! Two seats available
in section 119 row 26, seats 15 & 16. Lower
Bowl! Between 15-20 yard line, easy access
to concessions! Call or email for further
details, Rose Melendez or Ann Marie Dabo
415-469-4949, amdabo@att.net
ROY ROGERS, “King of the cowboys” and
Dale Evens “ Queen of the west”, Colt single
action army .45 cal revolver with glass covered wooden display case. $2,500. Richard
Oakes 650-344-5630
2010 HD SOFTAIL HERITAGE CLASSIC,
stock, windshield & leather saddle bags!
Excellent condition! Less than 4000 miles,
$14,000. Call Jerry 208-939-2534.
2005 HERITAGE SOFTAIL CLASSIC
white – extra chrome, windshield, screamin
eagle header, engine guard bars, saddle bags,
travel bag (12,500 miles) $11,000 OBO. Call
Mike at 650-743-3621

Motorcycle For Sale
2006 HARLEY – Iron Horse Outlaw – Must
Sell! 124 Inch Motor; 6-speed right side drive;
250 rear tire; hydraulic clutch; LED lighting;
digital dash; custom black/red paint; lots of
chrome; less than 2K miles; reg fees current;
negotiable price; sold for $25K new; asking
$16,750 or b/o. Contact Mitch @ 415-987-6738

Vacation Rental
VACATION RENTAL HOME ANCHOR
BAY, CA three miles north of Gualala, CA
approximately 3.5 hrs northwest of SF. It
was recently upgraded to a four- bedroom
three- bath with a thousand sq ft of decking overlooking the redwoods and Pacific
Ocean. $200 per night for members. Walking
distance to grocery store, restaurants and
coffee shop, as well as majestic Anchor Bay
beach and campground facilities. Great fishing, diving, hiking and relaxing. Gualala
River for paddleboarding, canoeing, kayaking, in Anchor Bay and coastal Sea Ranch
golf seven- minute drive. VRBO listing
473977 (Valhalla Basecamp) for pictures or
e-mail john.webb1@hotmail.com 650-576-6108
SKI RENTAL close to both Heavenly Ski Resort’s Nevada Lodges located off Kingsbury
Grade/207. One bedroom, one bath condo,
with full size sofa bed and chair that opens
to a twin bed, can sleep 4-5. Wifi, cable, DVD
blu-ray and full kitchen. Contact David Gin
via email: rentals@sfspectrum.com for availability and rates.
RELAX IN CARSON VALLEY! Carson Valley Golfers Retreat Vacation Home Rental.
Gorgeous Views of the Sierra Mountains, 4
Bed, 2.5 Baths, 2300 s.f. SFPD/SFFD Member
Rates: $150 night or $900 Week Call Vince at
415-302-2500
$1275 / 1BR - LAKE TAHOE-4th of July 2016
July 1st to 8th- 7 nights one bedroom unit
sleeps four. Property right is on the lake and
includes a pool, spa, picnic area and pier.
The Tahoe Edgelake Beach Club has a 240
foot sandy beach. Price $1275.00 For more
info Contact: Mike at: mike2200@hotmail.com
$1200 / 2BR - LAKE TAHOE-2016 One week
starting Friday Aug. 5th to Aug. 12th a two
bedroom two bath unit on the Lake with
pool and spa. The Tahoe Edgelake Beach
Club overlooks 240 feet of sandy beach and
the clear blue water of Lake Tahoe, California.Contact us for additional information.
PRICE: $1250.00 Contact: Mike at: mike2200@
hotmail.com

Word Search
Created by Officer Michelangelo Apodaca,
Airport Bureau

Vacation Rental
$1275 / 3BR - LAKE TAHOE-2016 Seven
night rental beginning August 13th to 20th,
three bedroom two bath unit. Property is on
the lake and includes a pool, spa, picnic area
and pier. The Tahoe Edgelake Beach Club
has a 240foot sandy beach. Price $1275.00
Contact: Mike at: mike2200@hotmail.com
MAUI– KAPALUA GOLF VILLA: Large 1
bed, 2 bath, remodeled, immaculate “corner”
unit with views. Look at the Island of Lanai,
beaches, pineapple hills. Master bedroom
lanai looks at the 1st hole of the Bay Course.
Golf clubs for guests. Walk to Kapalua Beach,
great restaurants, the Ritz... tennis courts
and golf pro shops. This unit is magnificent
and normally let out for 185 a night with a
restriction to two people only. We offer it at
a great price to SFPD. Call Rich Bodisco at
415-810-7377
SAN FELIPE –EL DORADO RANCH,
BAJA, MEXICO. Beach golf course villa.
Pool, hot tub, great fishing. Exclusive resort
community. Go to www.eldoradoranch.com
for more details or call Jim at 650-520-3868
and tell him Mike told ya about a discount
for cops!
MAUI CONDO-SUMMER RENTAL- Tennis and pools! Spacious 2 bedroom, 2 bath
fully equipped (sleeps 6) in Kihei, Maui,
across from beaches (lifeguard on duty).
Swim, snorkel, surf. Enjoy sunsets. Walk to
shops, restaurants, grocery. Public transit.
Nearby golf. Photos/info at www.flipkey.com/
kihei-condo-rentals/p317667or www.VRBO.
com/221566. SFPD discount. Contact Alan
(925) 672-0578.

Vacation Rental
TUCSON ONLY $125 PER NIGHT. 1,100
sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo newly renovated and refurbished at 5500 N. Kolb. Ideal
for that family getaway. 2 pools and workout facility on property. 2 full golf courses
nearby. Unobstructed view of the Catalina
mountains from the patio. Bookings on first
come, first served basis. Call Chris 707-3375514
MAUI — KAPALUA GOLF VILLA RENTAL.1700 sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom Villa
is located on the 10th Fairway of the famed
Kapalua Bay Golf Course! This exclusive
resort community has 4 swimming pools,
2 golf courses, golf academy, zip lining, 10
lit tennis courts, and many more amenities,
which is associated with the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel. Pictures and additional information
is available at www.VRBO.COM listing
#276140. SFPD members receive discount
on posted rates. Contact Alan Honniball at
415-298-7205.

Wanted
HOTWHEELS die-cast cars from 60’s-70’s
w/redline tires. Collector (any size collection). Contact Rene 415-913-9161. reneg301@
sbcglobal.net
S&W CENTENNIAL SERIES, Model 40,
blue steel; Model 60, Stainless. Contact retired #1771 415-648-4332

Free Classified Advertising Available for POA Members
The POA Journal has free classified advertising, a no-fee service available to
our active and retired members. Buy, sell, or trade in the Journal and reach 5500
readers each month. The following rules apply to Classified Ads:
• To place a free classified ad, you must be an active or retired POA member.
• A member may run only one classified ad per issue. However, a member
may repeat the same ad in three consecutive issues. An ad may run for
three additional issues upon request of advertiser.
Ads must be typewritten and submitted to the POA, attn: Journal Advertising in
any of the following ways: US Mail, to the POA office; Interdepartmental mail,
to the POA office, Email to journal@sfpoa.org

Enjoy this relaxing and fun-to-solve puzzle! If you’ve never solved a puzzle like
these before, it’s a good idea to read this before you begin.
Each puzzle has a grid of letters that conceals words reading in different directions — forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally — but always in a straight line.
The words, abbreviations, or phrases one must find and circle are listed below the
grid in capital letters. That’s all you need to know before you sharpen your pencil
and begin your search!
In honor of Super Bowl 50, find the following Football related words.
DEFENSE

PASS

OFFENSE

TACKLE

YARDS

SNAP

ATTEMPT

HUDDLE

BACKUP

KICK

BLITZ

LINEMAN

BLOCK

NFL

BUST

TEAM

CENTER

PLAY

COVER

FUMBLE

DIVE

GUARD

DOWN

HANDOFF

FIELD

RUSH

GOAL

ZONE
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PAL Kids Make It To The Playoffs
By Rick Bruce,
SFPAL Board Member
The 2015 flag football season ended on
a high note for the kids from the Willie
Mays Boys and Girls Club at Hunter’s
Point. After losing their first two games
of the season, the kids put together
several come-from-behind wins and
found themselves poised to qualify for
post-season play in their final game of
the regular season.
Knowing they would have to win
their final game to advance, the PAL kids
scored a touchdown on the last play of
the game to vanquish the kids from the
Upper Noe Playground and claim the
bottom seed in the playoff tournament.
This was a big accomplishment for a
group of 8-10 year old boys who had not
only never been in a playoff game, they
had never even played in an organized
football league a few weeks earlier.
A Slow Start
To know how far these kids came,
you need to go back two months to
the first practice. Our first few sessions
were a cross between outright chaos
and herding cats. Since none of the boys
had ever played organized football before, we started with some real basics,
such as how to form a huddle, what to
discuss in the huddle, how to break the
huddle and approach the line of scrimmage, and how to receive a snap from
center. The attention span of our young
players was somewhat limited, so our
actual instruction in the finer points of
football was restricted to a few minutes.
We would then spend the lion’s share of
each practice just playing inter-squad
live scrimmages.
Our playbook was rather slim, with
three running plays and one pass play,
so I encouraged the boys to make up
their own plays during our scrimmages.
Our main quarterback, Stephen, always
defaulted to his favorite play, the “Hail
Maury.” The first time I heard him call
this play, I was a bit intrigued by what
this play might look like. Would it resemble the vaunted Hail Mary play used
for generations in sandlots, and to great
success in the NFL earlier this season by
a certain Aaron Rogers?
They broke the huddle, ran to the
line in what appeared to be either a
new iteration of the spread offense, or a
totally random collection of boys standing in zig-zag alignment somewhat near
to the line of scrimmage. The ball was
snapped, and the boys started running
around in what appeared to be circles,
and Stephen let loose on a deep pass
(about 15 yards, he’s eight), and the ball
fell to the turf untouched, as the receiv-

ers and defenders continued running
in circles. The offense returned to the
huddle and I listened in as Stephen went
back to the well and called another Hail
Maury. The results of the second Hail
Maury were eerily reminiscent of the
prior Hail Maury, and when the boys
returned to the huddle to plan for third
and long, Stephen calmly and confidently called the play that would lead
to their salvation…another Hail Maury.
I never asked any of the players to
articulate the specifics of the Hail Maury
play to me, and I feared that any effort
to strictly define this play might inhibit
some of the unbridled joy they appeared
to have whenever they ran it. So as the
season progressed, we finished every
practice session with a live scrimmage,
with numerous Hail Maury calls coming
from our quarterback.
Post Season
After the boys had pulled off their
last-second upset of the Noe Valley kids,
we found ourselves in the first round of
the playoffs the following Saturday at
Potrero Hill. The opponent, the Bulldogs
II, had already beat our kids during
the regular season, but the boys again
pulled a last-minute victory out and
qualified for the semi-finals to be held at
historic Kezar Stadium. The highlight of
the day was having seven officers from
Bayview Station stop by to see the kids
pull out their win. The kids were not as
impressed by their pending appearance
at Kezar as I was, even after I had regaled
them with various legendary feats performed over the decades at the original
home of the 49ers.
But on game day, as the kids made
their way down the ramps to the sunken
field, you could see in their faces a budding realization that this was a pretty
big deal for a bunch of 8-10 year old boys
from Hunter’s Point. Alas, the opponent
was too big and too fast for our kids, but
as untold numbers of coaches before me
had reminded their players, I explained
to the kids to keep their heads up, they
had made it onto the dance floor.
What it all means
There is no way to overstate the importance of police officers mentoring
kids, particularly kids living in public
housing. For ten weeks this fall, I met
these kids for practice twice a week, and
a game every Saturday, and the fact that
these kids knew I was going to show up
became something they could depend
on. Each of these kids came from challenging circumstances, and yet, once
they ran onto the practice field, they were
like kids everywhere. They pushed each
other a lot, they listened very little, and

Coach Rick Bruce discussing the finer points of the West Coast offense with the kids
from the Willie Mays Clubhouse.

Officers come out to support PAL kids at Potrero Hill Rec for the playoffs. This photo
was taken right after the PAL kids had defeated the Bulldogs, 12 to 6, in the first round
of the playoffs. Officers pictured are (left to right): Officer Tommie Bartley, Officer
Edward Zeltser, Officer Roger Morse, Officer Matthew Reiter, Sergeant Doug Farmer,
Sergeant Charlie Ng, and Sergeant Magnus Chow. PAL kids pictured are (left to right):
Amir, DeAndre, Jama, Stephen, Dontaye, Zavion, Ziontaye, and Jamareion.

they ran plenty of Hail Maurys. But they
had lots of fun, and they might even have
learned a few football basics.
One of the boys was having some
behavior problems at school, and he
gradually began to share some of these
issues with me as we walked from the
gym to the field each day. I drove up to
the clubhouse one Thursday just as the
bus was dropping the boy off in front.
He waited on the sidewalk for me to
get out of my truck and cross the street,
and when I joined him on the sidewalk
in front of the clubhouse, he reached
up and grabbed my hand and held it
as we walked through the club’s front
doors. He was a kid who was constantly

fighting with the other kids and telling
them how tough he was. And he was
walking into a clubhouse on Hunter’s
Point Hill holding the hand of a retired
old white cop.
Every district station has been provided with enough sports equipment
by the PAL to play pick-up games with
district kids at pre-arranged park and
school locations, something we have
dubbed our Sandlot Program. If you’d
like to get involved with one of these
programs, speak with your captain and
give us a call at the PAL. We’ll get you
whatever you need to run a successful
program. What we need is you, and so
do these kids!

PAL
Corner
The New Year has started off in highgear for the staff at SFPAL as they’ve
prepared to provide the support you
need to make the most of the Sandlot
Program. Conditioning training has
been provided for each District Station,
which will enable you to better connect with the youth in the communities
you serve. Today there are kids in local
neighborhoods just looking to have a
catch or shoot some hoops with someone
they can look up to — why not be there
to shine a positive light on growing up in
The City? For more information on how
to participate in the Sandlot Program,
contact the PAL office at 415-401-4666.
Speaking of positive lights, SFPAL
Cadet Samantha Morales, recently made
a presentation to her fellow students at
Immaculate Conception Academy on her
experience with the PAL Law Enforcement Cadet Program. She spoke from her
heart about PAL and the positive impact
it has had on her life. This is the best recruiting we can do. She also spoke about
Chief Suhr, Sergeant Dharmani and
Officer Padmore and how she respects
and appreciates everything they stand
for, how they each lead by example as
they continue their efforts to make a real
difference. Cadet Morales has shown

remarkable insight for a young woman
and exhibits the type of character PAL in
proud to promote. Let’s continue to help
the young people in our communities. At
PAL we see positive kids every week and
know that San Francisco is going in the
right direction. We have posted the Summer Cadet application on our web site
SFPAL.org, so please tell the 14-20 year
olds that you know, who are looking for a
positive road to take, about our program.
Cadet Morales is just one example of the
impact PAL can have on a young person’s
life. It makes a difference.
Over the course of the next month,
keep an eye out for information on the
upcoming SFPAL Annual Golf Tournament. This year we’ve instituted The
Challenge Cup, which will be awarded
to the District Station whose foursome
outduels the other Stations on the course.
Let’s make sure each and every Company is represented. That trophy will
look nice in somebody’s Station!

